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. SOME THEOREMS IN THE TENSOR CALCULUS 
By H. S. RUSE. 
[Received 17 July, 1929. -Read 14 November, 1929.] 
[Extracted from the Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society, Ser. 2, Vol. 81, Part 3.] 
Notation and definitions. 
1. Let (x1, :x2, ..., xr) be generalized coordinates in a p- dimensional 
Euclidean manifold* specified by the metric 
ds2 = gµ dxµdx , (1) 
due regard being had for the summation convention. 
For brevity, we denote the point whose coordinates are (x1, x2, ..., xr) 
by (xi) 
Let P, (xi), be a variable point and Q, (qi), be a fixed point of the space. 
We exclude from our discussion points P, Q which are singular, e.g. points 
at which any of the functions gµ become infinite. We shall call Q the 
base-point of the manifold. 
Let SZ denote the square of the geodesic distance from Q to P. Thus 
we define SZ by the relation 
A/SZ = ds, (2) 
QP 
the integral being taken along the arc of the geodesic (assumed unique) 
from Q to P. 
Then it is evident from the definition that SZ is a scalar function of 
x1, x2, ..., e, and it is a well known fact that it satisfies the partial differ- 
ential equation 
gµ SZµSZ = 4S2 F, (3) 
where SZ, SZ .are covariant derivatives of SZ. This is indeed easily proved 
by the methods of the Calculus of Variations. 
We notice that when the,coordi nates are rectangular Cartesian, we have 
ds2 = .(clx1)2+(dx2)2±... -}-(dxf')2, 
* I.e. one for which the Riemann tensor is everywhere zero. 
t See, e.g., Hadamard, Lectures on Cauchy's problem (1923), 90, § 59. 
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so that gµ = d ` (where (5;; = 0 or 1 according as ,u $ y or ,u = y) and the 
function S2 is simply 
a 
S2 = Z (xr-g12 = E 8;`(xµ-q``)(x'"-g°). 
_1 We 
(4) 
It is the properties of the function 12, defined by equation (2), that we pro- 
pose to investigate. 
2. THEOREM. The scalar S2 satisfies the partial differential equations 
= 2q,, (5) 
where 0µ is the second covariant derivative of S2. 
In other words, the fundamental tensor g,41, is, in a Euclidean space, 
the second covariant derivative of the scalar ?i12; which statement is really 
meaningless, since we cannot form covariant derivatives without an a 
priori knowledge of the value of gµ . 
By way of proof, we demonstrate the truth of the theorem for two 
particular cases, and infer its general truth from the tensor character of 
equation (5). That the theorem does in fact hold for all Euclidean spaces 
may, however, easily be proved by a transference to normal coordinates. 
Consider then the case in which the coordinates are rectangular 
Cartesian. Since the Christoffel symbols are then all zero, we have simply 
Stu a2 
2 
= = 2Sµ { by equation (4) } 
axµ ox 
= 2gµ,,. 
Again, if the metric is given by 
ds2 = dr2+9.2d02+).2 sin2 gd2 
(p - 3, x1 =1., x2 =° A, x3 = (/)), 
gli = 1, g22 2, g33 )'2 sin2 A, gµ, = O then 
and the only non -vanishing Christoffel symbols are 
{22, 1} = -r, {33, 1} = -r sin2 A, {33, 2} =- sinO cos 0, 
{12,2}={21,2}={13,3}={31,3}= -1, 
{ 23, 3 } = { 32, 3 } = cot A. 
* I owe this remark to Dr. E. T. Copson. 
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Also, the square of the geodesic distance between the points (r, 0, 0) and 
(a, a, 1) is given by 
52 = r2+a2 -2ar {cos O cos a-1-sin O sin u cos(0 -$) }. 




= óxµ dx' l,uv, a } Txa1 
we at once get 5211 = 2 = 2g11, Q22 = 2r2 = 2g22, and so on. 
COROLLARY. In equation (5), raising the suffix y, we get 
SZµ = 2gµ = 2âµ, 
and, putting v = ,a (and summing), 
5Zµ = 2p. 
(6) 
(7) 
Taylor's series ; invariant form. 
3. We can now establish the following theorem:- 
Let V(xi) be any scalar which possesses covariant derivatives 
VA, Viµ, Vv, ..., in a given region l& of the continuum, and let V(qi) be 
its value at the point (qi) in 3&. Then, if (.ri) be also in 3a and S2 be the 
square of the geodesic distance between (qi) and (xi), 
S2 V 0/1 DA Vxµv +..., (8) 2.1. 22. 2. 22.3! 
where 52X, SZµ, ..., are contravariant derivatives of SZ, and where the sum- 
mation convention is observed -throughout. 
We remark that, although we shall not concern ourselves with ques- 
tions of rigour, the series on the right -hand side is assumed to be either 
terminating, convergent, or to possess a suitable " remainder after -n 
terms." 
To prove the theorem, we observe that the series certainly repre- 
sents some scalar function of x', x2, ..., x2', say F. Forming the first 
covariant derivative aF /òx" by term -by -term covariant differentiation 
(which we assume legitimate), it at once becomes clear that óF /ax" = 0 ; 
provided that we utilize equation (6) and remember that covariant differ- 
entiations are commutative in a Euclidean space. Hence it follows that F 
is independent of the x's, and is unaltered if in the series it represents we 
put (xi) _ (qi). We at once get 
F=VW), 
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since a consideration of the Cartesian case renders evident the fact that 
the first contravariant derivative of S2 is zero when (xi) = (qt). And this 
proves the theorem. 
We notice that when the coordinates are orthogonal Cartesian, we 
have, by equation (4), 
= q" ax- = 2 (xx- q4), (9) 
while V, VA, ..., are simply aV/axx, a2Vlaxxaxµ, .... Substitution in 
equation (8) gives 
v(22) = 174i)+ 1 . 
11 
,1 -x(qx)aaV x v 8(gµ-xµ)(q-x) 
cV +..., 
2. 1 ax 
which is the classical Taylor's theorem. 
Thé theorem may readily be verified to give a true result in a few 
simple cases ; for example, the case in which 
ds2 = d»2 +r2d02, S2 = r2 +a2 -2ar cos (0 -u), 
and V = r2 -2kr cos 0+ k2. 
Homogeneous tensors. 
4. Let T" n.''.. ' be a tensor with r contravariant and s covariant 
suffixes, which we denote briefly by T7, In the following the word 
" tensor" is taken to include scalars as a particular case. 
Then we define Tß to be a homogeneous tensor of degree n with 
respect to the base -point (qi) if it satisfies the partial differential equations 
52µTßµ = 2n4 (10) 
where S2µ = gµx(aS2 /ax ?) and T. is the first covariant derivative of T. 
We notice from equation (9) that in the orthogonal Cartesian case, 
with the base -point (qi) taken at the origin, equation (10) reduces to 
æµ Tß = nTéi 
µ_Z ax 
so that each component of the tensor is homogeneous in the ordinary 
sense. 
THEOREM I. If Tß is a homogeneous tensor of degree n, then 
S2µ S>_ Tßµ = 2n (2n -- 2) Tß, 
the suffixes µ, v denoting covariant or contravariant di/f'éreiatiatioics. 
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For S2140,' TL, = (DI TL)- ALµTaHIA 
= S2"(T) - -i (S2"S2)µ Tßµ 
229 
= S2°.291Tß- 2S211T 1,,, by equations (10) and (3), 
= 2n(2n -2)Tß, by equation (10). 
Proceeding thus, we could prove that 
Tßµ, = 2n(2n-2)...(2n-2r+2) 
in the orthogonal Cartesian case, reduces to Euler's theorem on 
homogeneous functions, namely, 
(xl & -1 
+x2 
TO 
+ ... +xr 
ßx2)) r 
Tß = nn(n -1) ... (n - r+ 1)Tß, 
the base -point being taken at the origin. 
THEOREM II. The first covariant derivative Ts, of a homogeneous 
tensor Tß of degree n is a homogeneous tensor of degree n -1. 
For since, in a Euclidean space, covariant differentiations are commuta- 
tive, we have 
S?µ T I3YF = Ç2µ T Rf+Y = `S21' T ßa)Y - S2Y T L 
= (29/Tß),,- 28Tßµ, by equations (10) and (6), 
= 2(n -1) T;Y, 
and the theorem follows from the definition. 
Additional theorems on homogeneous tensors. 
The following theorems result at once from the definition. 
A. If Tß, Uß are two homogeneous tensors of the same kind, both of 
degree n, then Tß+ Uß is homogeneous of degree n. 
B. If Tß is a homogeneous tensor of degree n, and VK a homogeneous 
tensor of degree m, then the product T; VK is a homogeneous tensor of 
degree (m+n). 
C. S2 is itself a. homogeneous scalar of degree 2. ; For, by equation (3), 
QAS2N = 242, where n = 2.1- 
D. The fundamental tensors g,Ar, gµ° are homogeneous of degree zero. 
From A, B, and 1) it therefore follows that the operations of raising 
andi lowering suffixes, and of contraction ", may be performed without 
13 
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altering the homogeneity or degree of a homogeneous tensor. For these 
operations really consist of multiplications (by the fundamental tensor), 
and of summations of like tensors. 
An application to the solution of a set of partial differential equations. 
Let A denote the operation of forming the second covariant derivative 
of a tensor, of raising the second suffix, and contracting. Thus 
AT; = gµ °Tßµ = Tßµ' 
Let A2, A3, ... denote repetitions of this operation. 
Then, if 4,74E-.:(15'-',Z;;;;; be a tensor which satisfies the partial differ- 
ential equations 
Agß = 0, (12) 
we have the theorem : 
A solution of the partial differential equations (12) is given by 
QANß S22A2Ns gß - 1 2(2n+p -4) + 2.4.(2n--p- 4)(2n+p -6) 
( -1), S2 A Nß 
+ 2. 4 ... (2m).(2n, +p- 4) ... (2n+p- 2m -2)+ " ' (13) 
where S22, ... denote the 2nd, 3rd, ..., nt -th, ... powers of 2, 
and Nß is a homogeneous tensor of degree n of the sctnte kind as gß. The 
series on the right -hand side is assumed to be either terminating or con- 
vergent. 
The theorem is capable of immediate proof by direct substitution of 
the series in equation (12), term -by -term differentiation being assumed 
legitimate. We omit the proof on account of its length, but remark that 
the theorem is an obvious generalization of one due to E. W. Hobson on 
the solution of Laplace's equation *. 
In conclusion, we note that if p = 4, and gß is a four- vector j,x, we 
obtain a solution of the electromagnetic equations Ac4N, = 0 in the Theory 
of Relativityi -, provided that the tensor Nß be so chosen that we have in 
addition gF`° = 0. 
* Proc. London Math. Soc. (1), 24 (1892), 55, 66. 
tt Eddington, Mathematical theory of relativity (1924), 74. 
C k.rteY- 7T, 
IP- a pe-r 2. TAYLOR'S THEOREM IN THE TENSOR CALCULUS 
By H. S. RusE. 
[Received 2 December, 1929. -Read 12 December, 1929.] 
[Extracted from the Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society, Ser. 2, Vol. 32, Part 2.] 
In a previous paper t an invariant formula was found which expressed 
the value of a scalar at any point of a Euclidean space in terms of its 
value at another point ; the formula being, in fact, a tensor form of 
Taylor's series. We propose now to extend the theorem so that it shall 
be applicable to tensors in the most general Riemannian space. In so 
doing we have occasion to employ the normal coordinates of Lipschitz 
which, incidentally, an explicit definition is obtained in place of the 
implicit definition usually given. 
1. Notation. 
The summation convention is observed throughout. Let 
(xi) - (x1, x2, ..., x?) 
be generalized coordinates in a Riemannian space of n dimensions 
characterized by the metric 
ds2 = gµdxudx (1) 
Let (xi) and (æi) be two non -singular points of the space. To avoid an un- 
duly complicated notation, we sometimes employ x1, x2, xn as variables 
(current coordinates), and sometimes as the coordinates of a fixed point. 
It will be seen that no ambiguity results. 
The components of any tensor T;::: will, of course, be functions of the 
variables (xi) ; their value at (P) will be denoted by 
t Proc. London Math. Soc., 31 (1930), 225. CPa .v'.. I ñ->?,,rs 
An account of these is given by Veblen, " Invariants of quadratic differential forms ", 
Camb. Math. Tracts, No. 24 (1927), Ch. 6, 
16 
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2. Normal coordinates. 
It has been shown that the equations of the geodesics which pass 
through the point (mot) may be written in the form 
xi = +ais- 1 a aa5s2- 1 V. a ?, aVs3 -... 2! yß,µ 3 , yAµ,- 
(i = 1, 2, ..., n), (2) 
where s denotes the length measured from (æi) to (xi) of the arc of the 
geodesic ; where yL ' yT ... are the values at (æ) of certain functions of 
the Christoffel symbols and their derivatives ; and where the parameters 
ai specify the geodesic under consideration. In fact, 
dxi 
(3) at = ds' 
the right -hand side being the value at (æ`) of dx' f ds for the geodesic in 
question. 
If now we introduce the normal coordinates (y') defined by the 
equation 
-'X+y4 T 14µy ?yµ yµ, 2yi`y' -... 
(i = 1, 2, ..., n), (4) 
then the equations of the geodesics passing through the point (æ ), which 
is the origin of the new coordinates (yi), are simply 
yi = ais. (5) 
From (4) it at once follows that 
()o i (6) 
the suffix 0 implying (as always hereafter) evaluation at the point (yi) = 0 
[i.e. at the point (xi)], and 8ij being equal to zero or unity according as 
i *jori =j. 
3. The function O. 
Let S2 denote one half$ of the square of the geodesic distance between 




' Veblen, loc. cit., § 2. 
The function here denoted by n is one half of that denoted by n in the earlier paper 
referred to above. 
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the integral being taken along the arc of the geodesic from (æi) to (xi). 
That is, 
12 = s2, (7 a) 
where s is as defined above. 
It should be noticed that 12 is a function of both the xi and the V. 
Thus, for the three -dimensional Euclidean case, with rectangular Cartesian 
coordinates x', x2, x3, we have 
and 
ds2 = (dx1)2+(dx2)2+(dx3)2, (8) 
S2 = ?{(xi--a-ci)2-I-(x2-æ2)2-I-(x3-x3)2). (9) 
To find the derivatives of 12 with respect to the xi and the moi, consider 
the variation of the integral in (7) obtained by integrating along a neigh- 
bouring geodesic with end -points (xi- 4 -8x'), (P+8æ1). We gett, after 
integrating by parts, 
6(212)6 = [g, Sx°] 
J (dLxµ 
a µ de dxl Sx°ds y"° ds - 9µ° ds2 +{ R, ds ds 
. d..z.µ 0µ 
= ryµO ds 8x° gµ° ds tlx°, 
the integral vanishing since the integrand is zero along a geodesic. 
Hence, using equation (3), we get 





and aa° (212)6 = 
It follows at once from equations (5), (7 a), and (11), that 
(10) 
aS2 
ax° = -yµ°yi (12) 
As is customary, we shall write 12°, 12° respectively for a--,x and 
Further, we shall denote by S2(°), and g°" 
all 
by 12(0. And later we 
shall use 12(ß) to represent ra aT and S2 to represent a a2 µ p y axµaxa' (µ) l y axaaxµ 
°aall 
axa 
t Cf. Eddington, Mathematical theory of relativity (1924), § 28. 
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In other words, we shall use simple suffixes to denote covariant and con - 
travariant differentiations with respect to the xi, and bracketed suffixes to 
denote what may analogously be called " covariant and contravariant 
differentiations " with respect to the 
Múltiplying both sides of equation (12) by (and summing for o), 
we get 
yi = - S20. (13) 
We thus have the result : The normal coordinates (yi) may be obtained 
as functions of tite original coordinates (x1) by the contravariant differ - 
entiation of the scalar S2 with respect to the ;:c'. 
This gives an explicit formula for the normal coordinates, in place of 
the implicit definition (4). 
4. Taylor's theorem. 
Consider first an arbitrary covariant vector Ty, each of whose com- 
ponents is a function of the x1. 
Transform to the normal coordinates (yi), and let *T,, denote the vector 
in the transformed system. Then, by the ordinary transformation law for 
tensors, 
(14) 
Further, T - áyß, T 
and hence, by (13), T,, = 15) 
where the repetition of the suffix A implies a summation in spite of the 
fact that in one case the suffix is bracketed. 
The point (æi) is now the origin (y1) = 0. Hence, by (6) and (14), 
x 
(*Ti,)o = ( J) 
0-1- 
= aTx, 
i.e., ( *T) = T . (16) 
Now each component of the vector *T is a function of the y'. Hence, 
by the ordinary Taylor's theorem, assuming the necessary conditions of 
convergence to be satisfied, 
*T _ ( *T)o+ 1 'y \aay)o+ 2! 'Ja'Jß cy" yyß)o- f-.... (17) 
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But the derivatives ( 1" T ß \e, ... evaluated at the y- origin 
are equal to the values at (') of the " affine extensions "t T,, a, Tp "ß, ... 
of the vector T. 
Substituting in (17), and using equations (13) and (16), we get 
*T7 = T, ß - S2(a> S 2(ß> S2cv T aßv+ S2("> T S2 S(T,1 
2+ 
"2 ..., 
a, (3, y, ... being summation suffixes. 
Hence, by (15), 
= -Se) [Tx- i S-2(0 T,, a -I- T S2(") S2(°) TA, aß - . . .1, (18) 
Which is a tensor formula expressing-the vector T,, at (xi) in terms of its 
value at (V). 
Interchanging the x's and the F's, 
_ -S2() [TA- i S2" T- 2 S2 "S20 TA, ...1, " (19) 
which gives the value of T,, at (.-.c') in terms of its value at (x'). And this 
is the formula which we sought to establish. 
Multiplying both sides of (19) by ç2''', and summing for p, we get for 
the contravariant vector T, the equation 
= - [TA- 1 S2" T1', a-I- S2 "1 TA, aß -...], (20) 
since 7114 Tx = , and so on. 
A similar result holds for a tensor of any rank. It was purely for the 
sake of simplicity that a vector was chosen for the purpose of establishing 
the formula. By an exactly similar method, therefore, the following 
general theorem may be proved : 
Let T;, be a mixed tensor of rank r+s (p denoting the group of suffixes 
AA- p,. and q the group q1 q2 ... qs). Then, if the series on the right is 
convergent, 
( -1)' +5 II S2(,,,') II1 S2µ ,[T- 1 S2 "T,a- 2- S2° S2ß IT, "ß -...], (21) 
where X, pc denote respectively the groups of suffixes X1 X2 ... Xr, ,ui,u2 f5 
t The »z-th affine extension of a tensor is equal to its zn -th covariant derivative plus 
certain terms involving the Riemann tensor ; Veblen, loc. cit., § 5, et seq. 
+ In this equation, Ta, aß stands for gT "T ,a, not (g'" Tx), ,A, these being in general differ- 
ent. A similar remark applies'to formula (21). 
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In particular, for an arbitrary scalar T, the theorem becomes 




S 0 S2YT, aTh,± ..., (22) 
a result obtained for the special case of a Euclidean space in the earlier 
paper mentioned above. 
5. Conclusion. 
It is interesting to notice that the generalizations of ordinary partial 
derivatives which appear in the above theorem are not covariant deri- 
vatives but affine extensions ; these generalizations being the same when 
the Riemann tensor is everywhere zero (i.e., when the space is Euclidean). 
The formula (21) contains the classical Taylor's theorem as a par- 
ticular case. For, if the space is Euclidean and the coordinates rectangular 
Cartesian, we have [by equations -(8) and (9) if we take three dimensions 
only] 
S2° = 
and it is immediately evident that (21) reduces to the ordinary Taylor's 
theorem applied separately to each component of the tensor. 
In practice the actual calculation of the function S2 usually leads to 
algebra which rapidly becomes intractable. It is therefore difficult to give 
examples of the application of the theorems of this paper. But it may be 
remarked that the theorem of § 3 is readily illustrated in the case of the 
Euclidean metric 
ds2 = dr2-kr2d62 (x' = r, x2 = 0), 
for which, of course, 
S2 = r2+r2- 2rY cos (0 -6)E. 
And it is easily shown that the formula (19) reduces to a simple 
identity if applied to the vector whose components are Tr = r -cos 6, 
T2 = r sin 0. All covariant derivatives of this vector of orders higher 
than the first are zero. 
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NORMAL COVARIANT DERIVATIVES 
By H. S. RUSE. 
[Received 26 May, 1930. -Read 19 June, 1930.] 
Extracted from the Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society, Ser. 2, Vol. 33, Part 1]. 
1. Introduction. 
The geometry associated with the analysis appearing in the present 
paper is Riemannian. The problem attacked is that of finding a natural 
tensor generalization of the partial derivative of the elementary differential 
calculus. The generalization arrived at occupies a position midway 
between the ordinary covariant derivative (upon which Levi -Civita based 
his theory of parallelism) and that which arises from the more recent 
theories of teleparallelism. For it actually reduces in certain special cases 
to the ordinary covariant derivative, and yet can be used to define a 
teleparallelism. 
The next paragraph contains an outline of the theory of normal 
coordinates (upon which the ideas of this paper are based). In §§ 3, 4, 5 
the new covariant derivative is defined and its properties investigated. 
In §§ 6, 7 appears the consequent theory of parallelism, while the last 
paragraph contains an extension to general Riemannian space of the idea 
of homogeneous tensors introduced for the case of a Euclidean space in 
a previous paper f 
Finally, it should be stated that the chief disadvantage of the present 
theory is that it gives a special importance to a particular point of space, 
namely the origin of normal coordinates. 
2. Preliminary definitions. 
Consider a Riemannian space of n dimensions specified by the metric: 
ds2 = yµß dxµ dx (1) 
t Proc. London Math. Soc. (2), 31 (1930), 225. (Pa...e , I -4 t" n.). 
The summation convention is adopted throughout. 
2 
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Let (æi) - (Y1, ;x2 , i") be a fixed point of the space, which we shall 
call the base point. Then, as is well known, the differential equations of 
the geodesics are 
asµ } aidd ß d+ { "ß, µ s = O. (2) 
The solution of these equations which is such that (x1) = (æi) and 
dxi /ds = ai when s = O is t 
i i 1 i ; l.: 2- 1 i j$ l 3 = as-2! ckaas 3cillaaas-..., (3) 
where ... are certain determinate constants. 
In other words, equations (3) are those of the geodesics passing 
through the point (p), any particular geodesic being specified by the 
values chosen for the arbitrary constants a1. s is the length of the arc 
of the geodesic measured from (V) to (xi). 
If then we introduce new variables (y1) defined by the relations 
i i i 1 ;. 
?/ x =+?-2ic.ay-..., (4) 
the equations of the geodesics through (V), which is the origin (yi) _ 
of the new variables, become simply 
0 
yi = ais. (5) 
The coordinates (yi) are said to be normal. The components of a 
tensor in these normal coordinates will be denoted by the affixing of au 
asterisk. Thus, for example, 
axa axP * = ay, yv yaß 
From the definition of ai we get, by (1), 
9µ2µa" = 1, 
the superposed bar indicating (as always hereafter) evaluation at the point 
(æi), that is, at (y1) = O. 
Hence, from (5), 
s° = gµ yµ y°. (6) 
f Veblen, "Invariants of quadratic differential forms ", Camb. Mathematical Tract, 
No. 24 (1927), 84. Our notation differs slightly from that of Veblen. 
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Thus, defining the scalar SI to be one -half of the square of the geodesic 
distance between the points (tiri) and (.r4) in the x- coordinate system, and 
between the origin and the point (yi) in the y system, we have 
It should be noticed that the g, are functions of the V only. 
From the definition it is evident that SZ is a function of both the x' 




Following the notation of the paper referred to, aQ /a ' will be denoted 
by Ra), and g'.0() by SP. Unbracketed suffixes will be used to denote 
covariant differentiations with respect to the (xi). Thus 
S2(0. 
o (z) 
Hence al/ oSZ - S2('` > say. 
ax' axi .1 
Again, from (7), we get 
aSz 
Jw = 9w,. J", 
that is = 9wy° 
- *g, y,, 
since t 
Raising the suffix p. in (10), we get at once 




This equation differs from (8) in that it gives a relation between the yi 
and the components in normal coordinates of the contravariant vector SZi, 
whereas (8) defines the yi as functions of the x's. 
Finally, if the coordinates x' are by the arbitrary 
x2 = x6(x''), (12) 
then the normal coordinates (y'w) corresponding to the new variables 
t Proc. London, Math. Soc. (2), 32 (1931), 87. ( Paie. I $ .rrQrot,e, 
$ Veblen, lóo, cit., 96 (14.8). 
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x's are connected with the (y') by the linear relations+ 
ax" 
axe /o, 
the suffix 0 indicating evaluation at the common y origin, that is 
at (i). 
(13) 
3. Normal covariant derivatives. 
In any given coordinate system (xi), let the functions I', be defined 
by the relations 
ex' e'ya (14) axµ ax , 
where the (yµ) are the corresponding normal coordinates defined by either 
of the equations (4), (8). To find the law of transformation of these 
functions, change the coordinates to another system (ei), letting (y) 
be the corresponding normal coordinates having the same origin as the 
(yi) . Then 
ax,, a2.l,o. 
µv - ay- ax,, ax- 
nx», a1'ß ay- aa,,a ay, axP 
oxß ay- ay"` ax'" ay dxP ax' 
ax- axß 
ax°1f 
a ax'° ay axP 
Úxß ay (a.C'-/ o ax' CaxT)Q axP ], 
by (13). Remembering that (ax'"fax7)0 is a constant so far as differentia- 
tion with respect to x'µ is concerned, we quickly get 
I,,A ax'x axP ax" rß ax'' a2,xß 
aæß ax- ax'µ "+ Òxß Òx4cax" (15) 




H rx T" (16) 
is a tensor:. 
This we shall call the normal covariant derivative of the vector Tx 
with (x ") as base point. And in general the normal covariant derivative 
t Veblen, loc. cit., 86 (3.5). 
$ Veblen, loa. cit., ch. 3, §§ 10, 11. 
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of any tensor Txµ :. will be defined to be 
lalla3 ... T - 
The normal covariant derivative of a scalar is defined to be the ordinary 
partial derivative of the scalar. 
It should be noticed that, by (14), it follows at once that rú is in 




To find an explicit formula for the functions P in terms of the x's, we 




âµ being the Kronecker symbol, it follows that 
ax = (cofactor of an the Jacobin ` I (yi) 
07 ° Ox O x'') a (xi) 




Sr II denotes the determinant of the S2'). 
Hence ay' = -J -1 X (cofactor of S2(a) in J), 
so that, by (9) and (14), 
a2 
Pµ = J-1 X (cofactor of 1-2;°> in J) X ax" óx° (19) 
And since f2 can be calculated for a given metric directly from the 
differential equations (2), this gives an explicit formula for the Fs in terms 
of the x's. 
4. THEOREM I. In the y coordinate system the normal covariant 
derivative of a tensor is the ordinary partial derivative. 
For, by the law of transformation (15), 
axis as» *TßY+ ay» ax" .ax' 
axA ayo ay'v 
ay» ax" a xv 
whence *F = 0. (20) 
71 
Hence, by (16), 
and so for any tensor i . 
THEOREM II. The "normal Riemann tensor ", defined to be 
av,. a 11 b i. L ti 
B . 
a 
rt = ó5 - axr +F F l- IlaF,k, 
is everywhere identically zero,, *.. 
For, by (20), it at once follows that 
*pL = 0, ,5r;r 
and this, being a tensor equation, must be true in all systems of 
coordinates. Hence 




13pr = 0. (22) 
From this it follows that Tµ,5;,, = Tµ,,5 and so for any tensor. 
THEOREM III. In a flat space Fµ = 
By a "flat" space is meant one for which the ordinary Riemann 
tensor, namely 
iffy = 21j/c,iC- .3j/,i +ij1,b }jbl,i- {filb}{bk,'i ¡, O O.0 
is everywhere identically zero. 
For in a flat space the normal coordinates are ordinary Cartesian 
coordinates (not necessarily rectangular). Hence * {µv, A} = 0. It 
follows that if Tµ is an arbitrary vector and Tv = óTµ +i 
ax' 
av, ,u 'r T then 
* Zµ 
*Tµ - - ay' 
= *T. 
This is a tensor formula, so 
Tµ,ß = (23) 
The theorem follows on account of the arbitrariness of Tµ. 
t It is worth remarking that the ordinary covariant derivative T,', = DP' /Jx,+ 
possesses the property that *T) = 6* TA/i)r at the origin y' = 0, but this equation, unlike (20), 
is not in general true at all points of space. 
That Bjx, is indeed a tensor follows from Veblen, loc. cit., 41., where a proof appears for 
the case of any set of functions rs, symmetrical in the lower suffixes, which satisfy the law of 
transformation (15). 
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In a flat space, therefore, the normal covariant derivative is the 
Ordinary covariant derivative, and the functions Pµv are independent of 
the base point (p). In a general Riemannian space, however, the P's 
are functions of the "P as well as of the xx. Hence the base point is of 
special importance in the present theory, a different set of F's being 
obtained by a different choice of base point. 
5. The normal covariant derivatives of the fundamental tensor and of 
the scalar S2. 
Since, in general, b* g,,,,142` # 0 unless the *gµv are constants (which 
is the case only when the space is flat), it follows that 
in general. Similarly 
(24) 
gµ ":7, ± 0. (25) 
But since *g ", _ 3;`, we have a*g;`/ay" = 0, whence 
gµ:ß -0. (26) 
In forming normal covariant derivatives we may therefore treat the 
mixed tensor g ` as a constant, but not the covariant and contravariant 
tensors g,av, gµ". 
Now consider the scalar S2. By (11), 
*Qg = yµ, 
* !A 
whence S2 = 8;` *gµ 
by' 
From this we deduce at once that 
where 
Again, by (10), 
by (11). Hence 
Slµ:v = gv, 
S2i4 - EA-2 
axa 
o KS2,,, - _ x * gµ i z/., guv+?l a2/ 
_ `c S) at)N.r u+ a 
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if the space is flat, this becomes 
[June 19, 
f2µß = gµ, 
where ft,,v is the ordinary second covariant derivative of 12. This result 
was found in a previous paper t. 
6. Parallelism. 
Let Tµ be any contravariant vector. Then we shall say that Tµ has 
been carried by normal parallel transport over the displacement (de) 
if the increment in Ti" is given by 
clT'` = -ráßT"dxß. (30) 
The conditions of integrability of these equations are B 1 = 0, which 
are satisfied (§ 4, Theorem II). Equations (30) therefore define a tele- 
parallelism. In fact, by (14) and (30), 
VTµ Óxµ a2 2t 
axß + ay. òx "òxß T" = 0. 
Multiplying by òy0 /áxµ (and summing for p) we get 
òy° òTµ ò2 
T" 




or, by (9), 
a óz/Q 
òxß Lx" T "] 0 r 
V2 l'" = constant, -- x" 
f2(:) T" = constant. (31) 
These are therefore the integrated equations of parallel transport. 
7. The autoparallels. 
Putting Tµ = dx" /ds in (30), we get the differential equations of the 
autoparallels, namely 
d2xµ 
µ dz" dxß 
ClS2 +T"ß 0. ds ds (32) 
f Proc. London Math. Soc. (2), 31 (1930), 225. ( Pao . 10 rß.4 -true 
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In normal coordinates (y') these are 
e¿2 z/µ =0 
CZS2 ' 
which on integration give 
7/" = b"+aµ Sf 
74 
(33) 
where the bµ and a" are arbitrary constants. In particular, the auto - 
parallels through the base point are given by 
y = aµs, 
and thus, by (5), coincide with the geodesics through that point. But in 
general the autoparallels not passing through the base point will not 
coincide with the geodesics. 
Substituting from (8) in (33), we get 
SP) (vµ +aµ s), 
which are thus the equations of the autoparallels in the x coordinates, that 
is, the solutions of equations (32). 
8. Homogeneous tensors. 
We now extend to general Riemannian space the idea of homogeneous 
tensors outlined in the case of a flat space in the paper quoted above (§ 5) . 
Consider an arbitrary tensor Tß, which, without loss of generality, 
we may take to be of the second rank only. We shall call Tß a 
homogeneous tensor of degree `ra, with respect to the base point (. -x'), if 
it satisfies the differential equations 
SZµ Ts", = rTß, (34) 
where SZ" is defined by equation (28). 
A homogeneous scalar V of degree m is similarly defined to be one 
satisfying the equation 
S2" V, = mV. (35) 
In the y coordinates (34) becomes, by (11) and (21), 
yµ 
a* TT; = m *Tß, (36) 
so that each component of the tensor is homogeneous in the ordinary 
sense. 
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THEOREM A. If Tß is homogeneous of degree m,. its first normal 
covariant derivative is homogeneous of degree m -1. 
For, by (36), 
µ a2 Tá a* Tß 
y ó? °áyµ = (m -1) 
from which we deduce at once that 
Tß = (m -1) Tß:v, 
which proves the theorem. 
(37) 
(38) 
THEOREM B. Euler's general theorem on homogeneous functions. 
Multiplying (37) by yv and summing for v, we get, using (36), 
yP.y J ótµóß = 
rn(m- 1)ß`Tß, 
y 
which gives S2 °S2 1' Ts = m(m -1)Tß. 
Proceeding in this way wo could obtain the tensor form of Euler's general 
theorem on homogeneous functions, namely 
ßµl S2µ" ... Ser T ;:,ß,:,A..:..:µ = 7n(112 -1) ... (m -r+ T . 
THEOREM C. The scalar 1 is itself homogeneous of degree 2. 
For, as is well known, S2 satisfies the differential equation+ 
S21+ S2 = 252, 
and the theorem follows from the definition (35). 
THEOREM D. If Tß, Uß are two homogeneous tensors of degree m 
of the same kind, so also is Tßß- Uß. 
This results at once from the definition (34). 
THEOREM E. If Tß, HK are homogeneous tensors of degree m and 
m' respectively, then the product TIM' is homogeneous of degree m+m'. 
For it is easily proved that 
(TßHK):µ = I'ß:µHK I 
TY 
Q HCK:fA 
= (Ìn--im) / ßHK. 
t This is indeed an immediate consequence of equations (7), (10), and (11). 
32 
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THEOREM F. The fundamental tensors gµv, ggµv are in general not 
homogeneous. 
This is obvious, since it is not in general true that there exists a 
constant m such that 
J a gx = ß`gµ,. or yA v = m *gµ i óy m óy 
In the case when the space is flat we have, however, 
aa*y = aayg: v 
since all the *g's are constants. Hence in a flat space the gµv and gµv 
are homogeneous of degree zero, as was found in the earlier paper quoted 
above. 
THEOREM G. The operation of contracting a covariant with a con - 
travariant tensor-suffix may be performed without affecting the degree 
or homogeneity of a homogeneous tensor. 
This is an immediate consequence of the fact that a "contraction" 
is a summation. 
THEOREM H. The operations of raising and lowering the suffixes 
of a tensor may be performed without altering the degree or homogeneity 
of the tensor only in the case when the space is flat. 
For these operations consist of multiplying the tensor by gµv or gµv 
and contracting. And the lack of homogeneity of the latter tensors except 









AN ABSOLUTE PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL 
CALCULUS 
By H. S. RUSE 
[Received 31 May 1931] 
1. Introduction 
IN the Absolute Differential Calculus* of Ricci and Levi -Civita, 
a tensor is a set of functions, obeying certain laws of trans- 
formation, of a single set of variables. The present paper outlines 
a theory of tensor -functions of two independent sets of variables. In 
a certain sense the ordinary tensor theory is analogous to the ele- 
mentary differential calculus of functions of a single variable, while 
the following work is comparable with the theory of the partial 
differentiation of functions of two independent variables. It is true 
that the formation of a covariant derivative in the Absolute Dif- 
ferential Calculus involves partial differentiation with respect to each 
one of the given set of variables, but it is the peculiar nature of the 
subject that the process is thought of as a single operation and is 
usually symbolized by the addition of one subscript to the operand, 
just as the derivative of a function f(x) in the elementary calculus is 
often represented by the same symbol with an added accent: that 
is, by f' (x). 
Now although on the one hand the suffix notation for, covariant 
derivatives is adhered to in this paper, yet, on the other, there are 
two kinds of subscripts (bracketed and unbracketed), corresponding 
to covariant differentiation with respect to one or other of the two 
given sets of variables. This necessity of introducing two notations 
is, from the point of view here adopted, analogous to the similar 
need in the elementary differential calculus, in which the partial 
derivatives of a function f (x, y) of two independent variables are 
often represented by fx(x, y) and ff(x, y). 
It was these considerations which led to the choice of the title of 
this paper. 
There is no theoretical reason why the ideas presented below should 
not be extended to tensor -functions of any number of sets of inde- 
pendent variables, instead of two only. There is, however, a practical 
reason, for such an extension would involve algebra of an unsatis- 
* This is referred to below as `the ordinary tensor theory'. 
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factorily elaborate character. The notation and terminology of this 
paper, based as they are on those of the ordinary tensor theory, are 
already complicated enough without further generalization. 
The subject is treated from an analytical standpoint, although § 5 
contains references to geometry. The earlier paragraphs are devoted 
mainly to definitions, which in themselves contain the essence of the 
paper. In the concluding paragraph appear a few remarks concerning 
the general aspect of the theory. 
2. Preliminary definitions 
Let (xµ) - (xl, x2,..., x ") and (xi) _ (xl -2 xm) be two sets of 
independent variables. It may be stated at once that Greek suffixes 
will always refer to the x's (and will therefore take the values 
1, 2,..., n) and Latin to the x's, taking the values 1, 2,..., m. 
Suppose that we have n independent functions f, (xv) of the (xµ), 
but not of the (s), and m independent functions 960) of the (xi), but 
not of the (xµ). We can then define two new sets of variables 
(x'µ) _ (x'1, x'2,..., x' ") and (x'¿) _ (x'1, x'2,..., x'm) by the equations 
x'µ = fµ(xv), (µ = 1, 2,..., n), (1) 
and Vi = 46i(xi), (i = 1, 2,..., m). (2) 
Now let Tµ(p) denote the array 
Pa) T1(2) T1(m) 
T2(1) T2(2) T2(m) 
Tn(1) Tn(2) Tn(m) 
where T'' Tu2> are each functions, mn in number, of both the 
(xµ) and the (xi). 
Further, let 
(i) T'µ(2)) be a set of mn functions of the (x'µ) and (xi); 
(ii) 'Ti() 2  be a set of mn functions of the (xµ) and (Vi); 
(iii) 'T'µ(2)) be a set of mn functions of the (x'µ) and (x'i). 
Then, if these sets of functions are related by the equations 
T'µ(p) =ax'µ Tao') (p = 1, 2,..., m), (3) 
axa 
'TI(P)= ax'p Tµ(a) (Fi, = 1, 2,..., n), 4 
axa 
( ) 
T'µ() =ax'µ a.x'p Tala) Ì p = 1, 2,..., ml (5) axa axa = 1, 2,..., n ' 
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the repetitions of the suffixes a and a implying summations from 
1 to n and from 1 to m respectively, we shall say that TP(P) are the 
components of a contravariant double -vector in the systems (xµ) and 
(xi), and that it has components T'IL(P) in the systems (x'µ) and (æi), 
components 'Tµ(P) in the systems (xi') and (Vi), and components 
'T' «P) in the systems (x'11) and (Vi); or alternatively, TP(P) will be 
called a contravariant x- vector and a contravariant x- vector.* 
From this definition it is evident that, if the (xi) are kept constant, 
then Tµ(1), Tµ2 },..., Tµ(m) are m contravariant vectors in the sense of 
the ordinary tensor theory. A similar remark applies if the (xµ) are 
kept constant and the (xi) allowed to vary. The indices and p are 
therefore ordinary tensor-suffixes, p, belonging to the x's and p to the 
Vs. For greater clearness the tensor -suffixes belonging to the æ's will 
be placed in brackets in addition to being written in Latin characters. 
More generally, a set of mr +snP }a functions Tµßµ2:: 
gdongp 
2:: qr¡ of the 
x's and x's will be said to constitute a double -tensor if they transform 
according to the laws: 
I. T'ñlaz...ñp(pipz...pr) ax'al 
ax'À2 
... 
ax'Ap axßl axß2 &xß Q 
µl¡a2...µQ(glgz...gs) - ax -1 axa2 axaP ax'µl ax'µ2... Tß1ß246 (g1...gs) 
for a transformation of the (xµ) to the (x'µ) with the (V) unaltered; 
II. a±-/ P2 
ax /P> Óæb1 axbs 11Àl...ñp(alaz...ar) 
1.42. (q 4z...ga) - axal a±-a2 ... xa> ax'g1 ... axrga 
for a transformation of the (xi) to the (x'1) with the (xµ) unaltered; 
III. 'T'AI-..A 
ax' ?1 ax' "" axßl axß° ax'P' ax'Pr ôxbl axes f- ... . 
axal 
... 
axe,, ax µl ax WQ anal 
.. 
for a simultaneous transformation of the (xµ) and of the (xi). When 
greater explicitness is required, T';' 
ái 
will be described as 
a mixed x- tensor of rank p+a and a mixed "tensor of rank r+s. 
In particular, if a set of functions of the (xµ) and of the (xµ) behave 
like scalars for transformations of one of the sets of variables, and 
like the components of a vector or tensor for transformations of the 
other set, they will be described as forming a scalar -vector or scalar- 
* More briefly, a double- vector is a set of functions of the x's and æ's which 
transforms according to (3) for transformations of the x's with the æ's un- 
altered, according to (4) when the æ's are transformed but not the x's, and 
according to (5) for a simultaneous transformation of both sets of variables. 
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tensor as the case may be. Thus, for example, a set of n functions 
T transforming according to the laws 
Tµ ax = T« [(V) unaltered], 
'Ti, = Tµ [(xµ) unaltered], 
a 
'Tµ = Ta [simultaneous transformation], 
are the components of a scalar- vector, or, more explicitly, of a co- 
variant x- vector and an x-scalar.* 
Similarly, a contravariant x- vector and a covariant x-tensor such 
as Tfpq) will sometimes be called a vector -tensor; and so on. 
An accent placed after a functional symbol will always, as above, 
denote the system obtained by transforming from the (zit) to the 
(x'µ) with the (xi) unaltered; one placed before the symbol will indicate 
a transformation from the (xi) to the (Vi) with the (xµ) unaltered; 
and one before and one after will represent the system obtained by 
a simultaneous transformation of both sets of variables. 
It should not be necessary to show that the definitions given 
above are self- consistent, or that the transformation -laws possess the 
reciprocal and transitive properties, for the proofs would be very 
similar to the corresponding theory in the ordinary tensor calculus. 
Moreover, it is evident that sums of like double- tensors are double - 
tensors of the same kind, that products of double- tensors are 
double- tensors, and so on. Obvious properties of this kind will be 
assumed without comment in the subsequent paragraphs. 
3. Scalar- connexions 
A scalar -connexion is defined to be a set of functions of the x's and 
x's which behave like scalars for transformations of one set of 
variables and like the components of an affine connexion for trans- 
formations of the other set. 
For example, let FA be a set of n3 functions of both sets of variables 
which transform according to the laws: 
ax'a axß ox%' 
T a 
ax'A a2xa _ 
Fiv Zxa ax'I ax'v ßY ax µax'v 
TA __ a (6) PfL 
r ,n 
11 11 ) 
* From the point of view of the ordinary tensor theory there are of course 
n of these scalars, namely, Ti, T2,..., T,,. 
3695.2 o 
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for transformations of the variables of the types indicated by the 
accents. Then the Pµ are the components of a scalar- connexion, or, 
as we shall sometimes say, of an x- connexion and -scalar. 
Similarly, a set of m3 functions LQ such that 
Ln -LP gr - gr 
LP 
ax'p axb axc 
La 
ax'p a2a  
axa ax'q ax,,. Lbe + axa ax'gax'r (7) 
'Up - Ln gr - qr 
constitute, by definition, an x- scalar and an x- connexion. 
4. Covariant derivatives 
Let T v(q)) be a double- tensor of the type indicated by the suffixes 
For the sake of simplicity a double- tensor possessing only one contra - 
variant and one covariant suffix of each kind is considered, the 
formulae being easily generalized to double -tensors of any rank. 
Let 1-1v be a given x- connexion and "-scalar, and Lqn,. a given 
x- scalar and .-connexion. Then the double- tensors defined by 
aT µ;) a(n) x wcn) Tcq , A axa + PEAT vim -F AT a(q) 
µcn) 
and Tvcq;i(r) = 
â 
äxr' + LP v(g)) -LgrTv ái) (9) 
will be called respectively the covariant x- derivative of Ta with respect 
to the scalar- connexion Fµ and the covariant -derivative of T with 
respect to the scalar -connexion Lgnr. That Tv(q ? a and Tv(q)? (r) are in fact 
double- tensors of the types indicated by their suffixes follows easily 
from the definitions of the preceding paragraphs. 
It will be observed that the definitions (S) and (9) are exactly 
similar to those of covariant derivatives in the ordinary tensor theory, 
so that there will be no difficulty in writing down the formulae for 
double- tensors of any rank. It may, however, be remarked that one 
of the covariant derivatives of a scalar- vector or scalar -tensor is the 
set of ordinary partial derivatives. Thus, for example, the covariant 
derivatives of the scalar -vector Tµ are given by the formulae 
(8) 
aTw 
axa -I Px1Ta, 
aTw 
TW,(r) = axr 
28' 
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Second -order covariant derivatives of double -tensors. 
In order to avoid the introduction of unnecessarily complicated 
formulae we now consider simply a contravariant double -vector 




TP(P),a- axe +1 ATa(p), 
TP(P) aTµty) Pw Tß(p) - ß 
a2 
aaxA rád 
aTaap) aP Qa Ta(p) +.1% oTßA1')+ 
ax ax ax ax aXA 
+rßPßATa(P) -rsQa 
Interchanging a, a and subtracting,* we have 
Tµ(P) 
o 
-TP(P) a = PáñTa(P) -2 ZßQ Tµ(P),ß (10) 
where paQ =ar -aP +PaPßa- PßaPßa (11) 
ax axA 
and ZIQ = (12) 
Pc-`,A0. and IL are x- tensors as in the ordinary tensor- theory.-j- Since 
Pµ is an -scalar, they are also x-scalars. PáaQ may be called the 
scalar -tensor of curvature formed from Pµ,,, and Zßa the scalar- tensor of 
torsion formed from Pµv. 
Similarly 
(q) ;(r)- TI(P) ;(r) ;(q) = RarTw(a)- 2Sc,.Tµ(P) ;(a) (13) 
where RP 
aLaa aLúr 
L1'.Lb - L1' L'' (14) aqr axr axa + b aq bq ar 
and 5e,.= (LQr -Laa) (15) 
* It is assumed that the components of TI(e) are continuous functions of 
both sets of variables for the ranges of values considered, so that 
o2T4(2)) ,/ax°axA = a2Tµ(1)) /axA0x°. 
fi See, for example, Eisenhart, Non -Riemannian Geometry (American Math. 
Soc. Colloquium Publications, vol. viii, 1927), p. 7, (4.2). 
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are scalar- tensors which may be called respectively the scalar -tensors 
of curvature and torsion formed from 
These formulae, which of course are exactly similar to those of the 
ordinary tensor theory, give the permutation rules for successive 
covariant x- derivatives and x- derivatives. 




ax )'A+ L7gTµ(a) A 
a2Twc2)) aT a(p) aTµ(a) 
_ axqaxA + Páñ g + LP axa + 
aP 
+ P2.1 Lia T a(a) + Ta(P) a% I adq 
by definition. 
Similarly, 
Tµ(p) a2Tµ(p)+ aTµ(a) 
aTaQ) 
(q), = axAaxq Llg ôx +1 .aA 
aLl 






n)A;(q)- Tµi' (q) );A= 
a_ Ta - (p) aqTµ(a) (18) 
axq axA 
Hence, covariant x- derivatives are not in general permutable with 
covariant x- derivatives. In the particular case when P is indepen- 
dent* of the (V) and LGq of the (xµ), the right -hand side is zero and 
the covariant derivatives are permutable. 
5. Geometrical considerations 
The present paragraph contains remarks of a general character 
concerning the geometrical aspect of the analysis outlined above, and 
should give some indication of the kind of ideas to which the present 
theory leads. 
Let gµ and q(pa) be two distinct symmetrical- scalar- tensors of the 
types indicated by the suffixes. Let (gµ), (g(pq)) be the matrices 
respectively reciprocal to (gµ ), (g(pq)). Then it is easily proved (as in 
the ordinary tensor theory) that the elements 9µ , pq) are the com- 
ponents of symmetrical contravariant scalar -tensors. 
* In a case such as this we shall say that the P's are x- connexions and 
'-constants, and that the L's are á;- connexions and x- constants. 
t i.e. such that gµv = gyp and g(iq, = 9(an). 
41 
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Suppose now that (xµ) and (V) are systems of coordinates in the 
Riemannian spaces whose metrics are respectively specified by 
ds2 = gµ dxµdx , (A) 
ds2 = g(pq)dxpdxq, (B) 
the former therefore being of n dimensions and the latter of m. 
Since gµ is an x- tensor and an -:-scalar, it follows in general that 
(A) will not determine a definite Riemannian space unless the ("Xi) 
are kept constant; it is only when the gµ are actually independent 
of the (xt) (i.e. are x-constants) that gi does not depend on the 
particular set of values possessed by the (xi). Similarly, (B) will in 
general determine a definite Riemannian space only when the (x') 
are kept constant. In other words, to each point of a Riemannian 
space (B) corresponds a Riemannian space (A), and vice versa. The 
formulae (A) and (B) thus really specify two multiply- infinite sets of 
Riemannian spaces. 
Any double- tensor, TP(p) for example, will belong to both sets. In 
a space (A) it will be a set of m contravariant vectors Tµ(1), 
Tµ('n), and in a space (B) a set of n contravariant vectors Tl(1'), 
T2(p> Tn(p). 
A special case may be of interest. Suppose that n = m and that 
the gµ are x-constants, so that (A) determines a single Riemannian 
space. Further, let the g(pq) be the functions obtained from the gµv 
by replacing x', x2,..., xn respectively by xl, x2,..., xn. Then (A) and 
(B) define the same space and (xµ), (xp) are the coordinates of two 
points of it, any double- tensor being a set of functions of the two 
sets of coordinates. For example, the length s of the arc of the 
geodesic joining the points (xµ) and (xµ) is a double- scalar; the 
derivatives aslexµ, as /axp are scalar -vectors; the derivative a2s/axµaxp 
a double- vector, and so on. * 
Return now to the general case when m and n are not necessarily 
equal and gµ , q(pq) are distinct scalar- tensors. The Christoffel symbols 
{pq } = 3g(ra) ag(pa) + ag(ga) 'VON)) r axq axp axa J 
* Some properties of the function S2 = Ise have been investigated in earlier 
papers. See, in particular, Proc. London Math. Soc., 32 (1931), 87, in which 
derivatives of S2 with respect to both sets of variables are employed. It was the 
consideration of these derivatives which led to the ideas of the present paper. 
(19) 
(20) 
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are then scalar -connexions, and could be made the basis of a theory 
of covariant differentiation. Examples of another type of scalar - 
connexion are given below. 
Double- ennuples. 
As above, let 
ds2 = gµ dxµdx (A') 
ds2 = g(pq)dxpdq (B') 
characterize two infinite sets of Riemannian spaces, gµ and g(pq) 
being scalar -tensors. * For the purpose of this section it is necessary 
to suppose that m = n (so that repeated Latin suffixes sum from 1 to 
n as well as Greek), but it is not now being assumed that gµ and 
g(q) are derivable from one another by an interchange of the x's 
and x's, though that may happen in particular cases. 
Let , «(n) be a contravariant double- vector belonging to these spaces, 
and write A(p> for g µa Aa(p) µ 
íµ(p) for gµag(pa))(a(a) (21) 
A n) for g(p)Aµ(a) 
Let the double- vector be such that 
9(nq)`(n),(q) = gµ (22) 
which, in view of the assumed symmetry of g, is equivalent to 
imposing , n(n+ 1) conditions on the n2 components aµ(p), a legitimate 
proceeding, since n2 > n(n+1) if n > 1. 
Multiplying (22) by gQ and summing for v, we get, in the notation 
of (21) 
A %) q) = SQ> (23) 
where 3Q is Kronecker's symbol. The matrices OW, (AQ >) are therefore 
reciprocal to one another, so it follows that 
A (q)aµ = 8q . (24) 
If both sides of this equation are multiplied by 7 q) (and a summation 
performed for q), the resulting equation may be written 
gµ 
Àµ(r)A"(p) = A(rp) 
a formula analogous to (22). 
If for the moment the (x'') are kept fixed, it follows from (24) that 
each of the n x- vectors `i ,Q1µ, ,..., A N is orthogonal (in the sense 
of the ordinary tensor theory) to all but one of the n x- vectors 
* g Po may, in particular cases, be respectively v- constants and 
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Aµ(1) Aµ(2) 
, 
Aµ(n) Similarly, (23) shows that, the x's being constant, 
each of the x-vectors A 
) 
is orthogonal to all but one of the x-vectors 
A double- vector Aµ(r) which satisfies equations (22), and hence 
also (25), will be said to constitute a reciprocally orthogonal double - 
ennuple. * 
Such a double -ennuple can be used to define what may be called 
the scalar -tensors of rotation, namely, 
v ( 




A A(r)A(q) Yµva = - µ(p)> (q) v a a 
aAµ(P) - J 1 Aµ(P),v - axv {µV, a}Aa(P) 
A 
aAF(P) a A µcpr,(4) - axq {pq, } µ(a), 
(27) 
the Christoffel symbols being defined by (19) and (20). The name 
given to ÿ(I,gr) and yi,va is of course chosen on account of their simi- 
larity in Ricci's coefficients of rotation in the ordinary tensor theory, j- 
to which indeed they reduce in certain particular cases. That they 
are actually scalar- tensors follows easily from the definitions. 
It is worth noticing that, unlike Ricci's coefficients of rotation, 
,j7(pqr) and yµ are not in general skew -symmetric in the first two 
suffixes. That is to say, the statements 
Y(Pgr) +Y(gpr) 0 
Yµva +Yvµa 0 and 
(28) 
(29) 
are true except in special cases. For it follows easily from (24) that 
Aµ(P)A(q) - g(ng), 
and hence, by differentiating covariantly with respect to the x's and 
the Christoffel symbols {Ail, v}, 
Aµ(p),vA(4) +Aµ(P)A(q),v - g(Pq),v' 
where, of course, g(pg),v is the first covariant x- derivative aq(pq) /ôxv of 
* It should be noticed that, the æ's being fixed, the n x- vectors Aµ(1),..., Aµ(n) 
do not in general constitute an orthogonal ennuple in the strict sense, for that 
would require Aµ(r)A (a)= 8q, which is not true. A similar remark is applicable, 
if the x's are kept fixed and Aµ(p) is regarded as an æ- ennuple. It is for this 
reason that the word reciprocal is introduced into the definition. 
t Levi -Civita, Absolute Differential Calculus (Blackie, 1927), p. 271. 
44. 
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the scalar -tensor g(pq) Multiplying both sides of the last equation 
by air) and summing for y, we get 
Y(pgr) +Y(Rpr) - 0.(p4),v4) 
Similarly, a Yµva i Yvµa = 1µv;(9) a (q) 
so that the truth of (28) and (29) is established. 
Lastly, it may be noted that the sets of functions defined by 
Da as a(a) 
/IV - (a) 
VxV 
and LP = A(P) e)'%) (33) 
ax 
constitute scalar- connexions of the types indicated by the suffixes. 
This is easily shown to be true by direct transformation of the x's 







axb a Í A(c) ax'a 1 axb a'a al1 ) 
µv ta) v- (b)ia v µ c J )b) a c v' ax era áx ax ax ax 
since the derivatives ax'a /axc are independent of the (x /'). But 
axb ax'a b 
ax'a axc - 5C' 
whence it follows at once that 
and Aµv is therefore an -scalar. By a similar method it can be shown 
that it is also an x- connexion,* and that Li is a scalar- connexion. 
Other scalar -connexions of a similar character are those defined by 
Fa = Aa(a) aa(a) 
/Ay 
axv 







((ab(b)) = 1l_ (ab) 
Óñµ + U(ab),v a(b), 
axv axv ! axv µ 
we get Pµv = µv +g(ab),vaµ)aa(a) (36) 
Similarly, H4 = Lq gaB;(r>a) ") (37) 
6. Conclusion 
The remark of § 1 concerning the extension of the foregoing theory 
to tensor -functions of more than two sets of variables may now con- 
* Cf. Eisenhart, op. cit., p. 48, (18.6). 
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veniently be referred to. A double- tensor requires two kinds of 
suffixes; a triple- tensor (a tensor -function of three sets of variables) 
would require three kinds, and so on. It is therefore obvious that 
a radical alteration in notation, if not in terminology, would be 
required if such a generalized theory were not to be submerged by 
the weight of its own symbolism. 
In § 3 scalar -connexions are defined. It might be asked whether 
there would be any advantage in defining such concepts as those of 
`double- connexions' (sets of functions behaving like affine- connexions 
for transformations of both sets of variables), of `tensor- connexions', 
or of other hybrids of the same sort. The answer appears to be in 
the negative; for the covariant derivative of a double- tensor, formed 
with respect to a double- connexion (or a tensor -connexion) would 
not in general be a double- tensor. 
The work contained in this paper has been presented as a generaliza- 
tion of the Absolute Differential Calculus of Ricci and Levi -Civita. 
From another point of view* it can be regarded as a particular case 
of the same Calculus. Suppose, for example, that TA(p) is a covariant 
double- vector, the components being functions of the n variables 
(xµ) and of the m variables (2'). Write 1,sn respectively for 
xn, and n +1 a +2,..., ezi' +m for 21, 22,..., 2m; also e'1 e'2,..., ''zz 
for x'1, x'2,..., x'', and 'it +1, e,n +2 ... e'n +m for 2'1, 2'2,..., 21m. Then the 
laws of transformation of TAO)) give 
aea aea 
Tá(p) = Ta(a)ä ,A ,ps ( 3$ ) 
where it is understood that Greek indices sum from 1 to n and Latin 
from n+1 to n±m, and where Ta(n +,.) is taken to mean what has 
hitherto been denoted by TT(,,). 
Now if this restriction on the summations did not exist, and if 
0152,..., en-Em could be functions of all the e "s (instead of the first n 
of the e's being functions of the first n only of the e "s, and the last 
m of the e's functions of the last m only of the e "s), then (38) would 
give the ordinary law of transformation of the tensor TA(p) of the 
second rank whose components are functions of the n+m variables 
e2 
en +m. So a double- vector TA(p) can be regarded as an ordinary 
tensor of the second rank, specialized by the fact that the variables 
* The remarks in the remainder of this paragraph are due to Professor 
T. Levi -Civita, to whom I owe my best thanks for his kind interest in this 
paper. 
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are divided into two separate groups of n and m respectively. A 
similar remark applies to any double- tensor. 
This dividing of the variables into two groups is not unfamiliar, 
for it is commonly done when the four -dimensional space -time of 
Relativity is partitioned into `space' and `time'. Suspending now 
the summation convention, let 
3 
ds2 = ± g (39) 
µ,v =0 
specify the metric of space -time, the gµv being functions of the four 
coordinates x °, xl, x2, x3. Suppose that x° is known, intuitively or 
otherwise, to be identifiable with the time t, and that (.x1, x2, x3) are 
a given set of spatial coordinates. Then (39) may be written 
3 3 
ds2 = V2dt2 -+2dt w dxµ- a, dxµdxv, (40) 
µ =1 
where* V2 = go0, w = g0µ, aµv = -gµv (µ, v = 1, 2, 3). 
For transformations of the spatial coordinates (x1, x2, x3) only, with 
t unaltered, V2 behaves like a scalar; the wa like the three components 
of a covariant vector, and the a,µv like the nine components of a sym- 
metric covariant tensor of the second rank. And, if it were possible 
to attach a physical meaning to transformations of t only (x1, x2, x3 
remaining unaltered), V2 would behave for such transformations like 
a covariant tensor of the second rank, having of course only one 
component since there is only one variable t; while w1, w2, w3 would 
each behave like covariant vectors, and the like scalars. So, 
having thus partitioned space -time into space and time, V2 and aµv 
are scalar- tensors, and wµ a double- vector according to the definitions 
of this paper, one of the two sets of variables being, in this special 
case, the single variable t. 
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CHMPTER 3) Pape*` I. 
On the " elementary " solution of Laplace's Equation 
By H. S. RUSE, Edinburgh University. 
(Received 5th June 1930. Read 7th June 1930.) 
11. Introduction. 
Hadamard defines1 the " elementary solution " of the general 
linear partial differential equation of the second order, namely 
n ô2u au 
) F (u) = E Aik 
âxt âxk + i E Bi Óxi + Cu 
0 , ( 1 
(Aik, Bi, C being functions of the n variables x1, x2, .. , x,n, which may 
be regarded as coordinates in a space of n dimensions), to be one of 
those solutions which are infinite to as low an order as possible at a 
given point and on every bicharacteristic through that point.2 He 
then proceeds to find formulae for the elementary solution of equa- 
tion (1), his result being as follows: 
Let (Hik) be the matrix reciprocal to (Aik), and consider the 
Riemannian space whose metric is specified by 
ds2 = E Ha dxi dxk. (2) 
i, k 
Let P denote the square of the geodesic distance between the point 
(xi) and a fixed point (qi) of this space. Then if n be odd, the elemen- 
tary solution of (1) is given by 
u =P kc" -2)[Uo 
{ UiP-I- U2P2 U,. P' + ....], 
where 
U0 = k exp [ -f 
o 
{F (P) -C P - 2n} ds] , 
k being a certain constant, s = A/P, the integral being taken along 
the arc of the geodesic from (qi) to (xi). The functions Ur (r > 0) are 
then determined by the recurrence- formula 
V7o $sJi_1F(Uri)ds. - 
U,. _ - 
(4r - 2n + 4) sr o Uo 
1 Lectures on Cauchy's Problem in Linear Partial Differential Equations (Yale, 1923), 
p. 70, et seq. 
2 The solutions satisfying this condition differ only in the values of arbitrary 
constants, the elementary solution being obtained by choosing these according to a 
certain rule. For the purpose of this paper it suffices to say that the elementary 
solution is the one which reduces to u= 11r, where r= ,./ {(x- x)2+(y- ÿ)2 +(z -z)2 }, 
when the differential equation (1) is of the particular form V2 V =0. 
4g 
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A similar formula holds when n is even, but involves a term . 
in log F. 
The object of the present paper is to establish a formula for the 
elementary solution for the particular case in which equation (1) is 
the tensor generalisation, with respect to the metric (2), of the 
ordinary Laplace's equation. The result obtained lacks the generality 
of Hadamard's, but may be of interest on account of its comparative 
simplicity and because a single formula holds whether n is odd . 
or even. 
§ 2. Laplace's Equation in Tensor Form. 
Let 
ds2 = g," dxµ dx ", (µ, v = 1, 2, .. , n), 
define the metric]. of a general Riemannian space of n dimensions. 
If V be any scalar and VN," its second covariant derivative, viz. 
(3 }' 
2 a T7 V, 
ax ax" (µv, a} axa , 
then the partial differential equation of which, we seek the elementary 
solution is 
gµ" Vµ" = 0. (4) 
(When n = 3 and ds2 = dx2 dye dz2, this reduces to the ordinary 
Laplace's Equation V2 V = 0). 
Let SI be one half the square of the geodesic distance2 between . 
the point (xi) - (x1, x2, .. , x'n) and the fixed point (xi) xn) 
Thus 
S2 =2s2 (5} 
where s is the length of the arc of the geodesic joining (xi) and (xi). 
S2 is a function of the x's and of the x's. We shall write LA, for 
a S2 / axµ , 00. 0 for a S2 /@"Xµ, S2í,,(0 for a2 / axµ ax ". Further, gµ ", gµ" 
will be used respectively to denote the values at (xi) of g, gµ ", while g 
will represent the value at this point of the determinant g = II gµ" II 
The summation convention is adopted throughout. The notation of the 
succeeding paragraphs will differ to some extent from that of Hadamard, in order 
that it should be brought into conformity with the notation now usual in the Tensor 
Calculus. 
2 Thus if in §1 (qi) is taken at (x ), we have c = r. 
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Let J denote the determinant II S2,(011 .* Then we shall prove the 
following theorem: 
The elementary solution of the partial differential equation gµv Vµ = 0 
is given by 
I 
V ' J ds -A r-B, 6 
g g s 
where A, B are suitable constants, and the integral is taken along an arc 
of the geodesic joining (xi) to (xi). 
It should be remarked that (xi) must not itself be a point of 
the arc of integration, for if it were the integral would in general be 
divergent. Further, the constant .B must be so chosen that the 
solution is unaltered by an interchange of the the xi with the V. The 
actual value given to A is not of fundamental importance. 
§ 3. Proof of the theorem of § 2. 
It is a known fact that by transferring to a normal coordinate - 
system (yi), the equations of any geodesic through (xi) can be put in 
the form'. 
y'=aZs, (7) 
where the constants ai are the values at (xi) (which is the origin of the 





Components of tensors corresponding to the y- coordinate -system will 
be denoted by the affixing of an asterisk. For example, *S2µ will 
denote the vector ail /ayµ. 






1 The yi are the normal variables of Lipschitz : Hadamard, loc. cit., p. 87. A full 
account of them is given by Veblen, Invariants of Quadratic Differential Forms 
(Cambridge Tract no. 24, 1927), ch. VI. 
2 Veblen, loc. cit., ch. VI (14.8). 
Sk. ,w,.Lan,ÿJA,pL -t iia { 3- ,La q 
II . II .A,wfñ,o d,c.c..i o, 5 ° 7 a 
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Raising the suffix p. in (10), 
*S2µ = yµ. 
Hence 
a *Slµ 
*SLN, = + *{av, f.G} *S2a 
= âv + *{ay, FA,} ya. 
Contracting, 
a 
n + z ya (log *g) 
or', by (7), 




Again, it has been shown2 that 
(^/ = - 4µa +"(a)7 (12) 
the repetition of a implying a summation. 
By (5), *S21.' = s *sµ, and it quickly follows from (10), (9) and (5), 
that 
*8 *sµ = 1. 
And it further follows from (11) and (13) that 
*s" - n 1 + 2 ds (log *g). 
(13) 
(14) 
We are now in a position to solve the partial differential equation (4). 
Transferring to normal coordinates, the equation becomes 
z [T7 *{µv, a} a-11 = 0. (15) 
ay- ay° 
But av d V as dV 
7ayµ 
- ds ay ds 
a2 V' - *s *s d2V a*s dV ay ay µ v ds2 + ayv ds 





*8 * = 0 ds2 + ds ' 
and hence, by (13) and (14), 
dV 2 
ds2 + Ln s 
1 
+ 2 ds (log *g)] ds 0. 
This equation is essentially the same as Hadamard's, toc. cit., p. 91 (37). 
1'n,r I$, ^ m 13 
;v 
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Multiplying by the integrating factor *glsn -1, we quickly get the 
solution 
V = K fs 1 ds 
.1 * sn - -1 B' 
K, B being arbitrary constants. 
Now *gl is a scalar density, hence 
a (e) 
(y') 
_ / a (y`) 
g a (e) ' 










-gµaZ ()II by (12), 
= (- 1)n9II4,401I 
(- 10n g J. (18) 
Substituting from (17) and (18) in (16), and putting A for the 
arbitrary constant (- 1)n K g, we get 
V =Af8 
J ds+B 
g' g- s 
the result stated; g is of course a constant, being a function of the æi 
only. Since we have made no supposition regarding n, the solution 
holds whether n be odd or even. 
§ 4 . 
44. 
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Generalised Solutions of Laplace's Equation 
By H. S. RUSE, Edinburgh University. 
(Received 30th November 1930. Read 5th December 1930.) 
The present paper contains solutions of the tensor generalisation 
of Laplace's Equation. The results obtained are summarised in the 
two theorems enunciated in § 1. They apply only to the case when 
the Riemannian space forming the background of the theory is flat. 
In the concluding paragraph a special case is considered, and it is 
:shown that the present theory is closely connected with Whittaker's 
well known general solution of the ordinary Laplace's Equation.' 
§ 1. INTRODUCTION. 
Let 
ds2 = gµv dxµ dxv (1.1) 
define the metric of an n- dimensional Euclidean space; that is, one 
for which the Riemann- Christoffel tensor is everywhere zero. Let 
S2 be one half of the square of the geodesic distance between the two 
points (xi) and (xi) of this space,' so that SZ is a scalar function of the 
two sets of variables (xi), (xi). Let further the coordinates (2i) be 
each functions of a variable T. Then S2 is a function of x', x2, .. , xn, 
and T, and we shall later define -r as a function of the xi by means of 
the equation 
52 =0. (1.2) 
Greek suffixes will be used to denote covariant differentiations 
with respect to the xi, with T kept constant, the only exception to 
this rule being that the suffix T will denote ordinary partial differenti- 
ations with respect to T. Thus, for example, 
szµ = a û /axµ, SZr = a fliaT, 
a2 sZ a S1 a2 Si 
=axµ axv fµv, a} axa , ITT = a-2 ' (1.3) 
nn __a2sT aS2, n a2sz 
,GTµv 
XP- axv 
tap, a axa ' SLTK aTaxµ 
' Whittaker and Watson, "Modern Analysis " (1920), § 18.3. 
2 Some properties of this function have been investigated in earlier papers, particu- 
larly (i) Proc. London .Math. Soc., 31 (1930), 225 ; (ii) ibid., 32 (1931), 87. These will 
be referred to as papers 1 and 2 respectively o1 Ce o-tvrzn. iii 
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and so on. It must be emphasised that in these definitions the 
partial differentiations with respect to the xi are strict, that is, they 
treat T as a constant as well as the other x's. The summation 
convention does not of course hold for the suffix T. 
For convenience the Christoffel symbol (Ail, v} will be denoted by 
P;ßµ. Further, the evaluation at (xi) of any function of the xi will be 
indicated by the superposing of a bar on the functional symbol. 
The partial differential equation of which solutions are sought is 
a -v ay) 
(1.4) V = gx ax' axµ r4µ axa 
The following are the theorems proved. 






d2 xµ r dxa 
(1.6) 
dr2 aß dT dT 
then, for all values of n, a solution of the partial differential equation 
Vt.= 0 is given by 
V =f (ar), (1.7). 
where, after differentiating,' T is expressed as a function of x', x2, .. , x. by 
means of the equation Q = 0, and where f (SIT) is an arbitrary function 
of QT. 
That the equations (1.5) and (1.6) are compatible is well known.2 
THEOREM II. A solution of the equation V;`, = 0 is given by 
V = qS (T) / QTiot -2), (1.8) 
where (T) is an arbitrary function of T, and T is expressed as a function 
of the x's by means of the equation Q = 0. If the number n of the 
1212/8T is in general a function of r as well as of the x's, so r must be eliminated in 
order that the solution should be expressed as a function of the x's only. 
2 See, for example, Veblen, "Invariants of Quadratic Differential Forms" Camb.) 
Math. Tract. No. 24) (1927), 95. 
s 
sg 
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variables is equal to 2 or 4 there is no limitation on the choice of the 
functions ? (T) ; but if n has any other value, these functions must satisfy 
the conditions (1.5) and (1.6). 
2. PRELIMINARY FORMULAE. 
It is well known that S2 satisfies' the partial differential equation 
S2S2,, =252, (2.1) 
where Ox = 
Moreover, it is shown elsewhere2 that, the space being flat, 
,Lµv = 9µv 
Furthermore, since we have put 
52 =0 
it follows, by differentiating partially with respect to xX, that 
nr T = 0, 
where Tx = ST /axa. Hence 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
= -Ox/S2, (2.4) 
Differentiating (2.1) twice in succession with respect to r, we get 
(2.5) 
,Lrrx L.-2x + nrr S2; = S2rr (2.6) 
From (2.2), raising the suffix v and contracting, 
S2µ = n, (2.7) 
and the differentiation of this equation with respect to T gives 
S2zµ = 0. (2.8) 
By (2.1), (2.3), (2.4), it follows that 
T/`TÀ =O. (2.9) 
S2A S2 
By (2.4), T) = gá Tea = - g" (ter )a ± (Er )r Ta 
nr 2 (Cr 52), - ar - E2,x Tx + ,LTT JLT TA), 
whence, by (2.4), (2.5), (2.7) and (2.Q), 
T)= -(n- 2)5271. (2.10) 
' This in fact follows at once from equations (1) and (10) of paper 2, rs'n.,.d f'r 
2 Paper 1, § 2, where l denotes twice the function here represented by S2. 
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Lastly, it follows from '(2.2), by interchanging the x's and the - 
x's, that 
But 
a2 S2 r" a S2 
axµ äx° µ,. aæ" 
aS2 OS2 ox" 
G TT = ax" áT 
and a2 S2 = a E2 d2.- a2 S2 dx" dxß 
oT2 ax" dT2 + ax" axß di- dr 
and therefore, by (2.11), 
nn d0µ dx° -1 a S2 d2 x" 
+ 
T dxµ dx° 
an. = gKv dr dr + a" dT2 + 1 7- dT dT ) 
(2.11)- 
(2.12) 
§3. PROOF OF THEOREM I. 
We now show, by direct substitution, that any function of 
S2 say 
U =f (Q.), (3.1). 
is a solution of the equation 
provided that the conditions (1.5) and (1.6) are satisfied. 
For 




l U ,(" 
(E2T) (0.7I}Á + TT TA) (1 + û 7r TX ) J 
1 f' (nr) TÁ + 2 SÛT%. Tx + E2.., TÁ Tx + 1TT TÁ) 
(S2T) (rx S2T + 2 S2TT 07 Tx) + f' (SIT) (E-24' + 2 f2Á Tx + rz TÁ), 
using equation (2.9). 
By (2.4), (2.5), 
¡(2.6), 
(2.8) and (2.10), it quickly follows that 
U -f" (1 ) (S ), S2' + E2)-E2;-if (S2T) {2 _27TÁ S2' + (n -2) S2Tr }. (3.4) 
By (2.12), if the functions xZ (T) satisfy the relations 
dxµ dx' 
gµ° dT dT 
0, 
then 
d2 xµ dx" dxß 
d r2 + r ß dT dT = 0, 
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Differentiating with respect to xx, 
and therefore 
. "21.77 TA = Or 
OTT, S2T = 0, (3.8). 
since S2x Tr = 0 by (2.4) and (2.9). 
By (3.4), (3.7), (3.8) it follows that 
r 
provided that the conditions (3.5) and (3.6) are satisfied. This . 
concludes the proof of Theorem I. 
§ 4. PROOF OF THEOREM II. 
The next problem is to show if 
V (T) / nr(n -2) , (4.1) 
where 0 (T) is an arbitrary function of T, then V satisfies the equation 
V = O. It will be shown that the restrictions (3.5) and (3.6) must 
still be imposed except when n = 2 or n = 4. 
Consider first the function W defined by 
W = 0;1(.-2). 
Putting f (Or) = 52T (n -2) in (3.3) and (3.4), 
W, = 2 (n - 2) S2r °n (S)TA + 52rT Tx), 
W;`, = ¢ (n - 2) (n - 4) S2;¡(.+2) (S2TT - nTTÁ .1GA). (4.4). 
Hence, if n = 2 or n = 4, we have 
W; = 0 (4.5) 
(4.2) 
(4.3} 
without any restrictions being placed on the choice of the functions 
OM. But, if n has neither of these values, it follows as in the 
previous paragraph that we shall still have 
W; = 0 (4.5)* 
provided that the x° (T) satisfy the relations 
dxµ d0' = 0, 
gµ° dT dT 
d2k dxa dE3 
dT2 + raß dT dT O. 
(4.6} 
(4.7) 
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Now consider the function V defined by 
V = W (T), (4.8) 
where q (T) is any function of T. Covariant differentiation gives 
V,, = Wx (T) -{- WT,' (T), 
V; = (T) -}- 2Wx TX 0' (T) WTX TX (T) WT) (T) 
= 9' (T) (2W,, T' + WTI), 
by (4.5), (4.5)* and (2.9). 
Equation (4.8) therefore gives a solution of V; = 0 provided that 
2WATx+WT) =O. 
But by (4.3), (4.2) and (2.10), the left -hand side of this equation is 
equal to 
(n - 2) 'r (S2,x TÁ + nTT , TÁ) - (n - 2) .1 irn, 
which is zero in virtue of equations (2.4), (2.5) and (2.9), for all values 
of n. We deduce finally, therefore, that 
V= (T) /SZr") 
is a solution of Vá = 0 provided that, when _n has a value other than 
2 or 4, the choice of the functions x' (T) is restricted by the equations 
,(4.6) and (4.7). 
When n = 2 this theorem is the tensor generalisation of the 
well -known fact that any function of x ± iy is a solution of the 
2 2 
equation a-V + a y 
V = 0. When n = 4 it gives a generalisation of 
a solution, due to Conway, of the classical wave- equation of mathe- 
matical physics) 
5. CONNECTION WITH WHITTAKER'S SOLUTION OF 
LAPLACE'S EQUATION. 
Apply Theorem I to the case when n = 3 and the metric is 
given by 
ds2 = dx2 -{- dy' dz2; (x1 = x, x'' = y, x3 = z). 
I See Bateman, " Electrical and Optical Wave Motion " (1915), 115. 
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The equation to be solved is then the ordinary Laplace's Equation 
a2 V a2V a2 
ax2 
+ 
ay2 + az2 - . 
Also, of course, 
252=(x-2)2+(y- (z- z)2. 
(5.1), 
(5.2) 
The restrictions (4.6) and (4.7) placed on the choice of 2, ÿ, z as 
functions of T reduce in this case to 
(dT)2+ I (dT)2 0, 
d2 d2p d22, 
and dr2 O dT2 dT2 
(5.4) 
The most general solutions of (5.3) and (5.4) are 
x = a + AiT cos u 
b +AiT sin u } (5.5) 
z =c +AT 
= 1 and a, b, c, A, u are arbitrary constants. Take 
and A = - 1. Substituting from (5.5) in (5.2), we have 
2 S2 = r2 + 2T (ix cos u + iy sin u + z), 
where r2 = x2 + y2 + z2, 
and hence SZ,r = ix cos u + iy sin u + z. 
A solution of equation (5.1) is therefore, by Theorem I, 
V = f (ix cos u + iy sin u + z, u), (5.6) 
where f is an arbitrary function and u an arbitrary constant.1 
It follows therefore that 
(5.3) 
where i = 1V 
a =b =c =0 
ff (ix cos u + iy sin u + z, u) du (5.7) 
is also a solution of (5.1), provided that the limits of integration 
are such that differentiation under the integral sign is permissible. 
Since u is an arbitrary constant, the function f of the two arguments 
ix cos u + iy sin u + r and u, is (regarded as a function of x, y, r), an arbitrary function 
of the former argument Only ; that is, of a12 /or only. 
62. 
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Whittaker has shownl that the most general solution of Laplace's 
Equation is of this form. 
An application of Theorem II to the same special case leads 
ultimately to the conclusion that the integral 
(' 1 ¡ix cos u + iy sin u + z u) du 
) r ` r` ' (5.8) 
gives a solution of (5.1), tif being an arbitrary function of its 
arguments. It is however a well known fact that if a function 
x (x, y, z) satisfies Laplace's Equation, so also does -1 (- y z 1 r r r2J 
The solution (5.8) is therefore deducible from (5.7). 
1 Whittaker and Watson, ¿oc. cit. 
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CHAPTER 1v, Paper 3. 
THE POTENTIAL OF AN ELECTRON IN A SPACE - 
TIME OF CONSTANT CURVATURE* 
By H. S. RUSE 
[Received 14 May 1930] 
§ 1. Introduction 
TIlE present paper contains a solution of the equations of electro- 
magnetism as they existed before the introduction of Einstein's 
Unified Field- Theory. 
Let Xµ denote the electromagnetic six -vector in a space -time 
specified by 
ds2 = gµ dxµdx, (µ, y = 0, 1, 2, 3). 
Then it is well known that Maxwell's equations may be reduced 
to the simple form 
= acv Vi(µ (1.1) 
and X = Jµ, (1.2) 
where (kp, is the electromagnetic potential- vector, Jw is the charge - 
and- current vector, and X v is the divergence of Xµ. 
Substituting from (1.1) in (1.2), we are quickly led to the familiar 
equations 
g4S6µap- (iv)µ -F GO, = Jli' (1.3) 
where denotes the gravitational tensor, and all suffixes not other- 
wise defined denote covariant or contravariant differentiations. 
It is usual to impose the conventional divergence -condition 0; = 0 ; 
but this we shall replace by the condition 
= constant. (1.4) 
At a point of space -time where there are no electrons, JN, = 0, and 
equations (1.3) reduce, in virtue of (1.4), to 
gaßq5µaß +GµOe = 0. (1.5) 
We propose to solve the partial differential equations (1.4) and 
(1.5), expressing the solution in tensor form, for the case of an 
electron in a space -time of constant curvature K. For this purpose 
we ignore the distortion of the metric due to the gravitational effect 
* The term `electron' is used in this paper in a purely conventional sense, 
and is defined to mean an ideal point charge. 
ILA a w 4.7 
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of the electron itself, this effect being in general small.* By so doing 
we are enabled to regard the components of the fundamental tensor 
,qµ as given functions of the co- ordinates, so that we have a deter- 
minate set of partial differential equations to solve. 
The solution of these equations for an electron in a flat space -time 
(i.e. a space -time in which the Riemann- Christoffel Tensor is every- 
where zero) has already been found,t the result being enunciated as 
follows : 
'Let an electron e be moving in any manner, and let T be its 
proper -time at the point where its world -line intersects the null -cone 
of any point P. Then the electromagnetic potential- vector at P, due 
to the electron e, is 
,/,p 
e ggrapgr, (1.6) 
where ap = Tp /glnTim, 
and where the subscripts p, q, r, 1, m on the right -hand side represent 
covariant differentiations.' 
It is shown that, when space -time is Galilean, the formulae (1.6) 
give the classical formulae for the scalar and vector -potential of a 
moving electron. By an application to special cases, it can, however, 
be shown that they do not give a solution of the equations (1.4) and 
(1.5) when the Riemann- Christoffel Tensor is not everywhere zero. 
The formula which we seek to establish for a space -time of con- 
stant curvature may be regarded as a generalization of (1.6) ; but, as 
we shall show, it is in fact much simpler, and gives as a special case 
a new formula for the potential of an electron in a flat space -time, 
which is, however, directly transformable into (1.6). 
Before proceeding to establish the theorem (§ 3) which forms the 
main subject- matter of this paper, it is necessary to prove a theorem 
in the Tensor Calculus. 
§ 2. Theorem 
Let (x °, xl, x2, ... , x'i -1) be generalized co- ordinates in an n- dimen- 
sional space of constant curvature K whose metric is given by 
ds2= gµ dxµdx, (p,v= O,1, ... ,n -1). 
Then if B be the Riemann- Christoffel Tensor, we shall have 
Bµp, av = (µa gpv -gµv gpa) 
* E. T. Whittaker, Proc. Roy. Soc., A, 116 (1927), 720, § 1. 
f Ibid. 120 (1928), 1 
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CTµ = gPaBµ P, av - - (n- 1)Kgµ,.. (2.1) 
Let (x°, x1 x7t -1) be a fixed point of the space, and (x°, x1, ... xn-1) 
a variable point. Let s denote the length of the arc of the geodesic 
(assumed unique) joining these points, so that s is a function of the xi. 
Let Q denote the scalar 
Q = cos(K1s). (2.2) 
Then we shall prove that 
Q satisfies the partial differential equations 
and 
Qµ Qµ = K(1-Q2), 
QN, _ -Kg µv Q, 
(2.3) 
(µ, v = 0, 1, 2, ... , n -1), (2.4) 
where the suffixes on the left -hand side denote covariant or contra - 
variant differentiations, and where (as always) repeated suffixes 
imply summations. 
The proof of (2.3) is simple if we quote the well -known theorem 
that the arc s of a geodesic satisfies the partial differential equation 
For since 
we have 
sµsµ = 1. 
s = K -1 arc cos Q, 
sµ= -K -i. (1- Q2) -i. Qµ, 
(2.5) 
with a similar formula for sµ. 
Substitution in (2.5) immediately gives (2.3). 
For the proof of (2.4) we take as the canonical form of the metric 
of a space of constant curvature that defined by 
ds2= -K 1(x°)- 2[(dx °)2-( (dxl)2-. (dx"-1)2]. (2.6) 
By a real or imaginary transformation, the metrics of all such spaces 
can be reduced to this form. 
Suspending temporarily the summation -convention, we have 
g -1 /K(x °)2, g = 0, 
gµµ = -K(x °)2, gµv = 0, (µ v ; µ, v = 0, 1, ... , n -1). 
The only non -vanishing Christoffel symbols are 
{00, 0} = -1/x° ; {Au, 0} = 1 /x° ; {0µ., µ.} _ {µ0, µ} = -1/x,°, 
(µ= 1,2,...,n -1, but µ #0). 
Substituting in the equations of the geodesics, namely, 
d2xP 
-} 4, o dxa dxß ds2 ds ds , 
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(the summation -convention being now restored), and integrating, we 
get ultimately the formula 
s = K -1 arc cos[ j (x °)2+(x °)2 } 1 )2} } ¡2x °x° 
µ =1 
for the geodesic distance between the points (xi) and (s). 
Hence for this metric, 
¡ ` 
Q 2x °x° 
{(x°)2 +(2 °)2+ L (xµµ)2 }' (2.7) 
It is now a matter of straightforward differentiation and substitution 
to prove that 
for 
a aQ K Q Qt.- axµaxv t` v , a} axa , = - gµv 
µ,v=0,1,2,...,n-1. 
And since this is a relation between tensors, it must be true for 
all spaces derivable from (2.6) by point- transformations, i.e. for all 
spaces of constant curvature K. 
§ 3. Solution of the partial differential equations of 
electromagnetism 
Consider now a space -time of constant curvature K whose metric 
is specified by 
ds2 = gµ dxvdxv, (Nt, v = 0, 1, 2, 3), (3.1) 
x° being the `time' co- ordinate. 
Let the null -cone of the point (x1) cut the world -line of an electron 
e in the point (xi); so that, in the language of the older physics, the 
electron was at the point 3) at the time x° when radiation 
left it to arrive at the point (x1, x2, x3) at time x °. 
Suppose the motion of the electron to be given. Then we shall 
know x1, x2 x3 as functions of the time' x °, say 
xr = fr(x °)' (r = 1, 2, 3). (3.2) 
Let T be the proper -time of the electron at the point (xi); then since 
dT2 = gµ dxµdx , 
g12, being the value of g1, at (xi), we have, on substituting from (3.2), 
dT2 = (dx °)2 X a function of x °. 
Integration of this equation gives x° as a function of T, and hence, 
by (3.2), z1, x2, x3 are also given as functions of T; thus 
(r = 0,1, 2, 3). (3.3) 
Let s(xi; ei) be the geodesic distance between the points (xi) and (ei). 
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Then, regarding the ei as current co- ordinates, the equation of the 
null -cone of (xi) is 
s(xi; ei) = O. 
Since this passes through pi), we have 
s(xi; P:)= O. 
Hence cos {K }s(xi; xi)} = 1, 
that is, Q=1, (3.4) 
Q being the function defined in § 2. This equation, combined with 
(3.3), expresses T as a function of x °, xl, x2, x3. 
It should be noticed (i) that Q is a function of the xi and of the 
(ii) that in virtue of (3.3) it is therefore a function of the xi 
and of T. 
We shall now show how to prove the following theorem : 
The potential of the electron e (whose motion is specified) is given by 
I/ Q1 
3.5 
c axµ Clog \ aT / J ' µ ( ) 
where (i) c is a constant; (ii) the partial differentiation with respect to 
xµ treats T as a constant, i.e. ignores the fact that T is given as a function 
of the xi by the equation (3.4) ; (iii) T is eliminated after the performance 
of the differentiations by means of (3.4). 
Our justification for describing this as the potential of an electron 
is that in the particular case when K = 0 and the co- ordinates are 
Galilean, (3.5) reduces to the classical formula for the potential of 
a moving electron. 
Before indicating the general proof of the theorem, it will perhaps 
be as well to apply the formula to a particular case. 
Consider an electron at rest* in the space -time specified by 
ds2 = (1-+-µx)- 2[dt2- 2(dx2+dy2+dz2)] , 
C 
(x° = t, x1 x, x2 y, x3 z), 
being a constant. This is a space -time of constant curvature. 
Since the electron is at rest, 
(3.6) 
hence dT2 =(1 µx)-2[d72 - (dx2+42-+-dz2)] 
= dt2, 
* A certain confusion of language arises on account of the admixture of 
the ideas of the older physics with those of the newer. 
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and we may therefore take 
G = T. 
For this space [cf. (2.7)], 
Q = 1 {(1 +N-x)(1 ß-µx) } -i[(1 +µx)2 +(1 +µx)2 - 
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(3.7) 
-µ2 {C2(t- t)2- (y -)2- (z -z)2 }] 
2(1 
[(1+µx)2 - -1- ß.t2 {C2(t- T)2- y2 -z2 }] 





= µ2C2(t-T)l (1+µx), 





eµ /c(1 +µx), (3.9) 
02 = 03 - o. 
\ 
(3.10) 
Now T is obtained as a function of (x, y, z) by the equation Q=1; 
this gives 
and thus 
x2+y2+z2 = c2(t-T)2 , 
T = t-r/c, where r2 x2+y2+z2. 
Substituting in (3.8), we get 
(ko = -e /r, ç, = eµlc(1 +µx), is = 0, 4,3 = 0. 
It is a matter of straightforward algebra to show that this is indeed 
a solution of equations (1.4) and (1.5) for this particular metric. 
It will be seen that the constant c has the dimensions of a velocity, 
and can (in the case considered) be interpreted as that of light. 
§ 4. Proof of the theorem 
A complete proof of the theorem of the last paragraph cannot be 
given on account of its length; but the following should serve to 
indicate the method adopted. 
Ignoring the multiplicative constant -e/c, we have to show that 
the vector defined by 
e 
µ a [log I 
satisfies the partial differential equations 
g«ß56µaß +G/ = 0, 
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This may be done by direct substitution of (4.1) in the last two 
equations, making use of the results of § 2, namely, 
QµQµ = K(l -Q2), (4.4) 
and Qµ= - Kgµ Q (4.5) 
A certain confusion may arise on account of the fact that Q is 
a function of both the xi and of T, where T itself is a function of the 
xi defined by the equation (4.6) 
Covariant differentiations of Q with respect to the xi which treat 







Covariant differentiations which treat T as a function of the xi defined 
by (4.6) will be indicated by the bracketing of the corresponding 
suffix ; thus 
Hence 
(2(µ)=Q, 
(T not constant). 
aQ aT 
Q(0- Qµ + aT axµ 
= QN,+QTTw (4.7) 
where the suffix T denotes partial differentiation with respect to T. 
With this notation we have to show that the vector i;bµ defined by 
04= QTµ1QT7 
where Q = a2Q = a2Q 
> 
satisfies the equations Tµ aXIET araxI 
and 
ga1996w(a)(8)+GµcaE = 0 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
gµasbN,(a) = constant. (4.10) 
Equations (4.4), (4.5), (4.6) remain unaltered. 
Differentiating (4.4) twice with respect to T, we get 
QTµ Qµ = -KQQT, 
QTTFLQI +QT(LQT - -KQQTT -KQT. 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
In (4.11) use is made of the fact that Q N,QT = QµQTµ. Differen- 
tiating (4.5) with respect to T, we have 
QT(LV = - Kgµ Q (4.13) 
44- &1/4,2k -f n,a d a JL ce w, A4t44 14' ̀  . ta,-ttf`h"k ° .,^. , a w - .L-E.. -09444 14-awe 
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Also, differentiating (4.6) with respect to xw, we have 
Qw = 0, 
and hence, by (4.7), (4.14) 
Finally, on raising the suffix y in (4.13) and contracting, 
Q4, = -4KQT. (4.15) 
Now <fiN,(IX>= Op. + as ̀Ta 
(QTp,I(2T)IX +(QTib /QT)TT", by (4.8), 
QT-1( (4/La+ Q,-,7,1-0,)- 2(QTAIQTIXQT.G Q7TT(%)' 
On multiplying by gw ", summing for and a, and using (4.14), 
r a,k,(a) = QT 1 QT µ- QT 2 (QTTµ (2µ + QTµ QT) + QT 3 QTµ Qµ Q. 
Using (4.15), (4.12), and (4.11) we at once get 
gµ "012.(co _ - 3K = constant, 
so that Oµ, thus defined, satisfies (4.10). 
By a similar process, using (2.1) (with n = 4), and remembering 
that we may put Q = 1 after all differentiations have been performed, 
it can be shown that the expression given for ckµ also satisfies (4.9). 
The work is lengthy, but straightforward if the distinction between 
bracketed and unbracketed suffixes is borne in mind. 
§ 5. The case K = 0 
We now deduce a formula which is valid for a flat space -time, 
i.e. a space -time of zero curvature. 
Let P be the scalar defined by the equation 
P= (1 -Q) /K (5.1) 
= 2 {sin2(110s) } /K. 
Then lim P = 282 
x->o 
= S2, (5.2) 
where S2 denotes one -half the square of the geodesic distance (in a flat 
space) between the points (xi) and (e). 
By (5.1), Q= 1 -KP, (5.3) 
and substitution in (4.4) and (4.5) shows that P satisfies the equations 
Pµ Pµ = 2P -KP2, (5.4) 
Pµ. = gM, (1 --KP). (5.5) 
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Making K -+ 0, and assuming that 
lim 
aP e = lim p), 
K 0 axµ axµ / 
we find that the scalar S2 as above defined satisfies the partial 
differential equations* 
S2µS2P 2S2 (5.6) 
S2 = gµ,,. (5.7) 
Furthermore, (4.6) becomes 
S2 = O. (5.8) 
Also, substituting from (5.3) in (3.5), and proceeding to the limit, 
= lim[- ePT,jcPT] 
K-+0 
in the notation of § 4. 
Hence, for a fiat space, 
Oµ = - eS2Tµ/cS2T, 
which may be written 
c axµ Clog ar ] . (5.9) 
With the help of (5.6), (5.7), (5.8), this formula can be transformed 
directly into (1.6). It has the advantage of being considerably 
simpler than (1.6), since its application involves only simple partial 
differentiations instead of an elaborate series of covariant differentia- 
tions. 
Although we have deduced (5.9) by a limiting process from (3.5), 
it can nevertheless be established independently by a method similar 
to that used in proving (3.5). 
Application. 
Apply (5.9) to the case in which the co- ordinates are Galilean, that 
is, when the metric is given by 
ds2 = dt2- (dx2-{-dy2+dz2). 
Then, of course, 
S2= 2[(t -t)2 - {(x- x)2-{- (y- ß)2+(z -z)2} 
* These equations are established independently in Chapter II,ï'arerr . 
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Hence 
an an di an dx dg an dz 
a,- dT + ax dT + ay dT + az .d, 
_ -(t-i)vo+ {(x-x)v1.+(y-j)v2-{-(z-z)v3} 
= 0, say, 
di df dg dz where vo=T, v1=T, v2=T, v3=dT. 
Hence, by (5.9), 
o = -c t (log 0) ev °, (5.10) 
with similar expressions for 01, 562, 03. 
Now T is given as a function of x, y, z by the equation S2 = 0, 
which gives the familiar relation 
T= 
where r2= (x- f)2+(y- ÿ)2 +(z -z)2. 
Hence _ 2 {(x- f)vl+(y- g)v2+(z- z)va }] . 
Substituting in (5.10), and writing vx = v1= dt , etc., we get 0 
(ko= -el [r- 
c 
{(x- f)vi +(y- g)vy+(z- z)v2 },, 
with similar expressions for 01, 02, 03. This is the classical formula 
for the potential of an electron which was moving with the velocity 
(vi, vv, vz) at the point (f, , z) at time i, the radiation then emitted 
arriving at (x, y, z) at time t. 
C F4AFTER 1d , Pape -r L} 
GENERALIZED SOLUTIONS OF SOME OF THE 
PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS OF 
MATHEMATICAL PHYSICS 
By H. S. RUSE (Edinburgh) 
[Received 15 October 1931] 
THE present paper contains an expression in tensor form of some 
theorems due to A. R. Forsyth* concerning solutions of the partial 
differential equation 
V 2V +K2V = 0, (1) 






in n variables, 
ôxi ôx2 ôxñ 
and K is a constant. The theorems are given in § 2. Equation (1) 
includes a number of equations important in mathematical physics; 
for example, if n = 4, K = 0 and ctV-1 is written for x4, the classical 
wave -equation is obtained. 
§ 1 contains some general remarks about the ideas underlying the 
subsequent work; §§ 3 and 4 contain the generalizations of Forsyth's 
theorems, §§ 5 and 6 being devoted to proofs. 
1. Tensor differential equations 
The absolute differential calculus of Ricci and Levi - Civita has 
proved a powerful instrument in the development of a number of 
branches of pure mathematics, a fact which suggests the desirability 
of developing an `absolute integral calculus'. This idea leads one 
to inquire whether it is possible to define a unique operation inverse 
to that of covariant differentiation. The answer is fairly obviously 
in the negative, since an attempt to define such an operation leads 
almost immediately to the necessity of solving partial differential 
equations. 
The most fruitful way of beginning the development of an absolute 
integral calculus would therefore seem to be to study tensor dif- 
ferential equations and their solutions. Perhaps the simplest of such 
differential equations are those involving the tensor generalization 
of the Laplacian operator V2, the easiest method of finding solutions 
* Messenger of Math., 27 (1897), 99. 
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being to express in tensor form solutions already known for the non- 
tensorized equation. This is in effect the method adopted below. 
The method has, however, certain serious limitations. The expres- 
sion of formulae in tensor form implies the introduction of an asso- 
ciated riemannian geometry, and therefore the selection of an 
appropriate metric. As a rule it is necessary in the first place to 
choose the metric of a flat space, further investigation being required 
to show whether the solutions obtained are valid in a non -flat space. 
This investigation is often a matter of no little difficulty. Indeed, in 
the case of the theorems of the present paper, it has been possible 
to obtain results only for fiat spaces and for spaces of constant 
curvature. 
The difficulty arises in this way. In the differential equation 
V2V+i V = 0 the variables are assumed to be rectangular cartesian, 
the associated metric being therefore defined by 
ds2 = dx;+dx2+...+dxñ. 
Now rectangular cartesian coordinates are a special case of the so- 
called normal coordinates of general riemannian geometry. But if 
ds2 = gµ dxµdx defines the metric of a general riemannian space, then 
the Riemann- Veblen normal coordinates (yµ) (which in a fiat space 
are cartesian, though in general non -rectangular) are defined as 
functions of the coordinates (xµ) by the equation* 
yµ= ax 
where SI is one -half of the square of the geodesic distance between 
a fixed point (xµ) and the variable point (xµ), and gµ is the value of 
gµ at (DI). Consequently any generalization to tensors of a solution 
of the given partial differential equation will almost inevitably in- 
volve the derivatives of the function SI thus defined. Now in the case 
of a flat space this function possesses certain very simple properties, 
similar ones being enjoyedt in a space of constant curvature K by 
the function Q = cos(2KSZ)1. But no such simple properties appear 
to exist in the case of a general riemannian space, and hence arises 
the difficulty of obtaining completely generalized solutions of the 
differential equations. 
46 Pa 4 ei,,..a,t.a,,, (13). 
t CL-Ivttn- , Pc-fm-n. 3 ( ray. 64 -dxv 
Ij 
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2. Forsyth's theorems 
The principal results of the paper quoted above may be sum- 
marized as follows: 
Let pl, p2,..., p,z denote n arbitrary functions of a variable u, subject 
to the single condition 
pi +p2+...+pñ = 0, (2.1) 
and let u be determined as a function of n independent variables 
x1, x2,..., xn by the equation 
au = x1p1+x2 p2+... +xnpn, (2.2) 
where a is any constant. Let also 
= (2.3) 
0 =p12 { p '22 f ... +pñ, 
the accents denoting differentiation with respect to u. Then 
I. If f(u) is an arbitrary function of u, 
V = f(u) (2.5) 
is a solution of the partial differential equation 




where, as above, V2 is the Laplacian operator 
1 r 
II. If ck(u) and 0(u) are arbitrary functions of u, then 
= 9(u) eap (i") °(u) iKl (2.7) 
a -17 B a -7) 0 
is a solution of the equation 
V2V+K2V = O. (2.8) 
When K = 0 it follows that, if x(u) is an arbitrary function of u, 
then V = x(u)(a -n)-1 is a solution of O2V = 0, and since this equa- 
tion is linear it follows by I that V = f(u)+x(u)(a -71) -1 is also a 
solution. A remark similar to this applies to the formulae obtained 
below, which are a generalization of I and II. 
The truth of the above theorems, the proofs of which are remark- 
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3. Tensor formulae for a flat space 
ds2 = gµdxµdx (3.1) 
define the metric of an n- dimensional flat (euclidean) space.* Then 
the partial differential equation of which solutions are sought is 
gµ lµ +, 2V = 0, (3.2) 
2 ay where V = 
ôxµ8xv - {to, a} . 
Equation (3.2) is a scalar equation, since Vµ is the second covariant 
derivative of the scalar V. 
Let (xµ) - (xl, x2... x) be any given fixed point of the space and 
let S2, as above, represent one -half of the square of the geodesic 
distance between (xµ) and a variable point (xµ), so that S2 is a func- 
tion of the x's and of the x's. Let gµ be the value at (xµ) of the 
contravariant tensor gµ ), and write S2(µ) for gµ "ôS2 1ôx«. 
Now suppose that p( «) = [P(1)' P(2). . pO] denotet n arbitrary func- 
tions of a variable u, subject to the single condition 
gµp(µ)pty) = 0, (3.3) 
(there being a summation with respect to pc and v), and let u be 
determined as a scalar function of the n independent variables 
(xµ) by the equation au = -S2(«)p(0,) (3.4) 
where a is any constant. Let also 
= -S2(")24) (3.5) 
and e2 = gµp(µ)p(v), (3.6) 
the accents denoting, as always hereafter, differentiation with respect 
to u. 
Then the following theorems are true: 
THEOREM A. If f(u) is an arbitrary function of u, then 
V = f(u) (3.7) 
is a solution of the partial differential equation 
gµvVµv 0. (3.8) 
* No assumption is being made as to the definiteness or indefiniteness of 
the quadratic form in (3.1). 
t The suffixes are written in brackets to indicate that they are not ordinary 
tensor -suffixes. 
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THEOREM B. If Cu) and :k(u) are arbitrary functions of u, then 
V=á(uexp(Zé) + á(uexp(-Ze (3.9) 
is a solution of the partial differential equation 
gµ°Vµv+K2V = 0. (3.10) 
The proof is simple if it is observed that all the equations involved, 
namely (3.3) to (3.10), are scalar relations. Hence, if the theorems 
are true for any one system of coordinates, they will be true for all 
sets derivable from them by point- transformations. Hence, since the 
space is flat, it is necessary to demonstrate the truth of the theorems 
only for the case when the fundamental quadratic form is 
ds2 (dx1)2 +(dx2)2+...+(dx'Z)2. (3.11) 
gµ =gµ 9µv = ßµv= if =v 
= 0ifpt, v1 
and Sl = [(xl- xl)2 +(x2 x2)2 +... f (x "- xn)2], (3.13) 
whence S2(µ) = gµaaç2 /axa (µ = 1, 2,..., n) 
= as2 /axµ by (3.12) 
= - (xµ -xµ) by (3.13). 
So (3.3), (3.4), (3.5), and (3.6) become respectively 
p(i) +p(2) +...±p{n) = O (3.14) 
au = ( x1- xl) p(i) +(x2-x2)p(2) +...+(x'L- DI) p(n) (3.15) 
=_ (xl- xl)p(1) I I- (x2- x2)g2) +...+(xn- xn)/4) (3.16) 
02= PR)+PC22)++P(1' (3.17) 
and the partial differential equations (3.8) and (3.10) reduce to 
V2V = 0 and V2V +K2V = 0 respectively. 
By I and II of § 2 the truth of theorems A and B is now obvious. 
The fact that the differences xl -xl x2 -x2, etc., appear in (3.15) and 
(3.16), instead of simply the xl, x2,... in (2.2) and (2.3), is of no con- 
sequence since the x's are constants and the replacement of the x's 
by the differences x -x amounts therefore to a mere change of origin. 
4. Corresponding theorems for spaces of constant curvature 
Let now ds2 = gdxµdxv (4.1) 
define the metric of a space of constant positive or negative curvature 
K. The equation to be solved is still formally the same, namely, 
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though no point- transformation will now reduce this to the form 
V2V+K2V = 0. 
Let s be the geodesic distance between a fixed point (æw) and the 
variable point (xI), and let 
Q = cos(K1s). (4.3) 
It will be convenient to employ this function Q rather than the 
function S2 = 182 used in the case of a flat space. 
As before, let p(a) (a = 1, 2,..., n) be n functions of a parameter u, 
subject to the condition 
gi`°p(µ)p(v) = 0. (4.4) 
Define u as a scalar function of the variables (xµ) by the equation 
Q(a)p(a) = 0, (4.5) 
where Q(a) = gaßaQ /axß. 
Equation (4.5) replaces equation (3.4) of the previous section. Let 
also 
7 = Q(a)p(a) (4.6) 
and 02 = 9µ°p4)p'v) (4.7) 
Then the theorems to be proved are as follows: 
THEOREM C. A solution of the partial differential equation 
gµ°VN,,, = 0 (4.8) 
is V = f(u), (4.9) 
where f(u) is an arbitrary function of u. 
THEOREM D. A solution of the partial differential equation 
= 0 (4.10) 
is V = ç,(u)H(a, b; c; e), (4.11) 
where 0(u) is an arbitrary function of u, and H(a, b; c;e) is any con- 
vergent solution of the hypergeometric equation 
d2H + {c- (a+b+1)e} de -abH= 0 (4.12) 
in which 
a = 4[n-1-{-{(n-1)2+4K2K-1}n 
b = 4[n-1-{(n-1)2-I-4K2K-1}1] 
C = , e 
(4.13) 
5. Proof of Theorem C 
In the following work ordinary subscripts will denote covariant 
differentiations with respect to the variables (xµ), while bracketed 
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suffixes not otherwise defined will represent covariant differentiations 
with respect to the x's, which, though the coordinates of a fixed 
point, may be regarded as parameters which enter into the discussion. 
Moreover, the operations of raising and lowering suffixes will be 
resorted to freely, but it must be remembered that the raising of an 
ordinary suffix implies contracted multiplication by the coefficients 
gAµ, while the raising of a bracketed suffix denotes similar multiplica- 
tion by the constants OP-. Dummy suffixes will sometimes be changed 
without comment. Since the x's and x's are entirely independent of 
one another, bracketed suffixes representing covariant differentia- 
tions may be permuted with unbracketed. As an illustration of these 
remarks the following should suffice: 
QA = aQ /axA, QA = gAµQµ, Q(A) = eQlaxA, Q(A) = gaµQ(N,), 
QAµ denotes the second covariant derivative of Q with respect to 
the x's, 
Q00(p) = eQ(A)laxµ - {a t, (OQc «r 
evaluated at (xµ), and 
QA(µ) = (4/xi = a2Q1axAaxw. 
We first observe, then, that Q satisfies the identical relations* 
where the Christoffel symbol is 
QAQA = K(1 -Q2), (5.1) 




Differentiating (5.1) with respect to æa and raising the suffix (a), 
Q (A)QA = -KQQ(«) (5.4) 
since QAQ(a)A= QPQA. Differentiating again (covariantly) with re- 
spect to xß and raising the suffix, 
QS PQ(ß)A -f-Qa )(ß)QA= -KQ(a)(0)- KQQ(a)(ß). 
Since Q by its definition is unchanged when the x's 
interchanged, it follows from (5.2) that 
so, raising the suffixes, 
whence 
Q(«)(ß) = -KgaßQ, 
Q(01)(19)_ -KgaßQ, 
Q(«)(ß) - -KgaßQA 
(5.5) 
and x's are 
(5.6) 
(5.7) 
* Quart. J. of Math. (Oxford), 1 (1930), 148. ( PalL (, o a,Q,ave 
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Substituting from (5.6) and (5.7) in (5.5), we deduce that 
Qa)Q(ß)A = Kg «ßQAQA- KQ(a)(0) +K2gaßQ2, 
whence, by (5.1), 
Qa)Q(ß)a = K2gaß- KQ(a)Q(ß). (5.8) 
Again, differentiating (5.3) with respect to xa and raising the suffix, 
Q(a)µ = -nKQ(a). (5.9) 
We are now in a position to begin the proof of Theorem C. Dif- 
ferentiating the given relation (4.4) with respect to u, 
gµ°/9(g)p(v) =11 (5.10) 
We now show that the scalar u defined by (4.5) satisfies the relation 
uAw' = O. (5.11) 
For, differentiating (4.5) with respect to xa, 
Q(a)p(a)uñ +Qa)p(a) = 0> 
so uan = - Qa)p(a), (5.12) 
where n is defined by (4.6). Hence 
uA7) = - Q(ß)Ap(ß), 
uauag2 = Qa )Q(ß)ap(a)p(ß) 
= K2g4p (a)p(ß)- KQ(a)09)p(a)p(ß>, 
by (5.8). The first term on the right vanishes on account of the 
condition (4.4) imposed on the arbitrary functions p(a), and the second 
in virtue of (4.5). Hence the truth of (5.11) is established if we 
assume, as we must, that the functions p(a) are chosen so that n 0. 
The next problem is to show that 
uá = 0, (5.14) 
where uá = gaµuaµ, the suffixes as usual denoting covariant dif- 
ferentiations. 
Differentiating (5.12) covariantly with respect to xµ, raising the 
suffix and contracting, 
24?7 +u,v? = - Q(a1p(a) -Qá )pla)ua 
= nKQ(a)p(a) + Q(ß)À.24(x)p(ß)?7 -1 




Qa )Q(ß)*a)p(ß) - K2gaßp(a) po) -KQ(a)Q(ß)pia) p(ß) = 0 (5.15) 
by (5.10) and (4.5). 
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So uN+uAnA= 0. (5.16) 
But, by (4.6), 
,'J 
a = -Q (a)A p(a) +Q (a) /4o u1 (5.17) 
Hence, using (5.11), 
uAYla = Q(a)auñga) = - Q(a)d p(a)p(ß)77-1, by (5.12), 
and this vanishes by (5.15). Hence 
up)A = 0, 
whence /4,-- 0 by (5.16). 
The proof of Theorem C is now immediate. For if V = f (u) is an 
arbitrary function of u, then 
T'a = f'(u)u,, 
V á = f "(u)uá +.f'(u)uaua = 0, 
by (5.11) and (5.14). That is, V satisfies the partial differential 
(5.18) 
equation 
gaµVaµ = O. 
6. Proof of Theorem D 
The equation to be solved is 
VI+K2V = O. 
The scalar u is defined as a function of the x's by 
Q(a)p(a) = O, 
9aßp(a)p(ß) = 0; 
9aßp(a)p(9) = 0. 
where 





Differentiating the last equation with respect to u, we obtain 
9aßp(á)p(16) = -9aßp(a)p ;ß) = -02, (6.5) 
where 0 is the function introduced above in (4.7). Also, we have 
already defined (a) 
For the purpose of the discussion it is assumed that the arbitrary 
functions p(a) are so chosen that neither of the quantities 0, 17 is zero. 
Now assume V = f (u, 71) 
as a solution of (6.1), where f is a function of u and 97 to be deter- 
mined. Differentiating with respect to xa, 
VA= fuul +fri -m, 
where the suffixes u and denote partial differentiations of f with 
respect to u and n respectively. Differentiating the last equation 
covariantly with respect to xµ, raising the suffix and contracting, 
Vá = f ,,,uñuA+fuuá+ 2f,,,,ua7a +.f,,,)npiA +f,,iia, 
S3 
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so by (5.11), (5.14), and (5.18), 
V á = f,),)77a +f,,7á 
Now multiplying (5.17) by ,i7), and using (5.18), 
77'7/A = 
But by (5.17), 
= Q ß) píß) +Q(ß)p'ß)uA (6.8) 
so 767Á = Q(a)Q ß)pía)piß) +Q(a)AQ(ß)p(a)p(ß)ua 
= Q( a) aQß) pía) P( ß) -Q(a)AQ(ß)01)p(a)pcß)p(v)77 -1, by (5.12), 
= Q(a)AQß) {1Gía )píß)- Q(V).24a)p(ß)péy)n-1 }, 
by a change of dummy suffixes in the second term. Putting in the 
value of Q(a)aQ s) obtained from (5.8), multiplying out and using 
(6.2), (6.3), (6.4), (6.5), and (6.6), we get 
,7Ana = K202 -K172. (6.9) 
It is now necessary to evaluate . Differentiating (6.8) covariantly 
with respect to xµ, raising the suffix and contracting, 
= Q(13)' pí3> +2QT)Kee\+Q(13)péß,uguA Q(ß)pß,uá 
= -nKQ(ß)píß) +2Qß >píß)ua, 
by (5.9), (5.11), and (5.14). Inserting the value of u" obtained from 
(5.13) and using (5.8), we get 
]á = -nKQ(ß) píß)- 2K2gaßp(a )prß)77- 1+2KQ(a)Q(ß)p(a)pß)77 -1 
= -nK17+2K20272-1 (6.10) 
by (6.6), (6.5), and (6.2). Hence, substituting from (6.9) and 
(6.10) in (6.7) we deduce that 
-r/= 
( K202- K712),Am+(2K20271- 
1- nKwn. (6.11) 
Hence, if V = feu n) satisfies the partial differential equation 
(6.1), f must satisfy the partial differential equation 
-K2) nKr)ô_ +K2f =0. (6.12) an2 
Putting for convenience /l 





(2h2 -nY12) L Sf +Á2f = O. 
an 
Since only derivatives with respect to n appear in this equation, 
u may be treated as a constant in integrating it. Noticing that h is 
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and (6.12) reduces to 
e(1 -e) +(2- n2'ea +42f =o. 
Writing this in the form 
e(1_0 _2L. {c -(a+b +1)0 } -abf = 0, 
so that c = 2, a+b+1 = 2(nß-1), ab = 






where 0(u) is an arbitrary function of u, and H is any convergent 
solution of the hypergeometric equation. Putting the values of A, h 
given by (6.13) in (6.14) and (6.17), and solving the latter for a and 
b, the truth of Theorem D becomes obvious. 
7. Conclusion 
In Theorem D consider in particular the solution 
V = qS(u)F(a, b; c; 6) (7.1) 
where F is the hypergeometric function, convergent when lei <1. 
Make K -* 0, so that the space tends to a flat space. By (4.3), 
Q= cos(Kis), 
hence Q(a)K -1 = -sin(K *s)s( «)K -i -- -ss( °) _ -S2(«), (7.2) 
since by definition SZ = 282. So dividing (6.2) by K, the relation 
defining u as a function of the x's becomes 
n(a)p(a) = 0, (7.3) 
which is the same as (3.4) with a = O. Moreover, it is a matter of 
mere algebra to show that 
F(a,b;c; ) - (O /Kn)sin(KI /B), (7.4) 
where 
17 
now has the meaning it had in § 3, namely, n= -Sl(a)p x). 
So, since 6/K is a function of u only, it may be absorbed into the 
arbitrary function 0(u), and the solution (7.1) thus tends to 
V = c/(u)r- 1-sin(Kr)B -1), (7.5) 
which is obviously in agreement with Theorem. B. 
Similarly, it can be shown that the complementary solution 
V = sb(u)(e)1 -eF(a- c-ß-1, b -c+1; 2 -c; ) (7.6) 
tends to the form 
V = x(u)77 -1 cos(Kn0 -1), (7.7) 
where x(u) is arbitrary. 




VI. -On the Definition of Spatial Distance in General Relativity. 
By H. S. Ruse, B.A.(Oxon.). 
(M.S. received October 15, 1931. Read November 2, 1931.) 
IN a recent paper,* Professor E. T. Whittaker discussed the problem of 
defining, in a general riemannian space-time, the concept of spatial 
distance between material particles. It is the object of this paper to give 
an alternative definition, and to compare the new formula with that of 
Whittaker. 
1. WHITTAKER'S DEFINITION OF SPATIAL DISTANCE. 
It is pointed out in the above -mentioned paper that if an observer O in 
a general riemannian space -time makes an assertion regarding the distance 
from himself of a particle S, he is really stating a relation between the 
world -point of S at the instant when light left it, and his own world -point 
at the instant when the light arrives. In other words, he is giving a 
relation between two world -points which lie on the same null geodesic. 
It is indeed obvious that, if 0 is to measure the " distance " between him- 
self and a distant point S, he must be able to see S ; that is, 0 and S must 
lie on the world -line of a light -pulse, which is a null geodesic. 
Now astronomers sometimes determine the distance of a star from the 
earth by finding the square root of the ratio of its absolute brightness to 
its apparent brightness. The geometrical statement of this fact consti- 
tutes Whittaker's definition of spatial distance, which may be expressed 
as follows :- 
The spatial distance between a star S and an observer 0 (on the same 
null geodesic) is proportional to the square root of the two -dimensional 
cross- section made by a thin pencil of null geodesics, with vertex S and 
passing near 0, on the instantaneous three - dimensional space of the 
observent 
The definition is further particularised by requiring that when 0 and 
S are near one another the " spatial distance" shall reduce to the element 
of length at 0 of the instantaneous three -dimensional space. 
* Proc. Roy. Soc., A, 133 (1931), 93. 
t The instantaneous three -dimensional space of the observer consists of those world - 
points in his immediate neighbourhood which he regards as simultaneous. Geometrically, 
it is a small portion near 0 of the hypersurface formed by the geodesics through 0 which 
are perpendicular at this point to, the observer's world -line. 
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It is shown that an application of this general definition to the space - 
time of constant curvature -1 /R2 specified by 
(1.1) ds2 _du,' - dx2 - dy2 - dz2 (udu -- xdx - ydy - zdz)2 
R2 1 +x2 +y2 +z2 -u2 + (1 +x2 +y2 +z2 -u2)2 
leads to the following conclusion : 
The spatial distance between a star whose world- coordinates are 
(u, x, y, z) and an observer whose world -line is the geodesic x=2, y = g, 





cos (v + p) 
p= arc cosj l+xæ+yÿ+zz 
l(1 +x2+y2+e2)}(1 +a:2+y2-I-'!.2)É (0-<p<-) 
=arc sinr <v<- 1 u 7r 
l(1 +x2 +y2 +z2)I 2 
the radicals being taken positively. Substitution of these values of p and 
o- in (1.2) gives 
(1.3) O= R(1+ x2)1t{ (x -x)2+ (yz - y -zr }i 
(1 + xx)(1 - u2 + x2) - uP(x - x)2 + (yz - ÿz)2 }' 
the summations in each case being for x, y, z; so, for example, Xx2 denotes 
x2 +y2 +z2. 
2. SPATIAL DISTANCE IN GALILEAN SPACE -TIME. 
In restricted relativity, if an observer O is at the point (æ, 7, z) with 
respect to a galilean frame of reference relative to which he is at rest, then 
his distance from a star at the point (x, y, z) is 
(2.1) . . . 0= {(x-x')2+('-)2+(z-z)2}i 
Suppose that his measurement of the distance is made at time t, and that 
the light from the star which reaches him at this instant left it at time t. 
Then, as is well known, 
(2.2) . . 1= t + {(x- x)2 +(y- 02+ (t-0211, 
the velocity of light being unity. 
In geometrical language the above statements may be expressed as 
follows. If 
(2.3) . ds2 = dt2 - dx2 - dye - dz2 
defines the metric of space -time, and if the world -line of the observer 0 is 
the geodesic x---A y=9:, z = z, where A, 7, z are constants, then the spatial 
distance between a star S at the world -point (t, x, y, z) and the observer is 
8 
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given by (2.1). If at the instant of making the observation the world - 
coordinates of the observer are (t, x, 7, z), then the relation between them 
and the world -coordinates of the star is given by equating to zero the 
geodesic distance (interval) s between (f, æ, 7, z) and (t, x, y, z), thus 
expressing the fact that the two points lie on the same null geodesic. But 
(2.4) . . 
so s= 0 gives 
(2.5) . . 
s2 = (t - t)2 - (x - y - (y - 9)2 - (z 
t- i= ± {(x- )2+(y-g)2+(z-2)2}i 
The negative sign must be chosen since we are dealing with rays of light 
from the star to the observer (so that i >t), and not vice versa. 
Any definition of spatial distance in a general riemannian space -time 
must reduce to (2.1) when applied to the above particular case, which will 
be referred to as the "fundamental galilean case." 
It may be remarked that the corresponding formule for an observer 
who is moving relative to the given system of reference may be obtained 
from the above by applying an appropriate Lorentz transformation. 
Let 
(3.1) . 
3. A DEFINITION OF SPATIAL DISTANCE. 
ds2 = yµ doh dx 
define the metric of space -time in terms of a coordinate system 
(x °, x1, x2, x3) selected by an observer O. 
It will be assumed that the quadratic form on the right -hand side of 
(3.1) is indefinite and of signature -2; that is, that it can be reduced 
by a real point -transformation xµ= xµ(E ) to the form 
(Rodeo)2_ (AldEl)2 _ (X2de2)2 - 0.343)23 
where the X's are real functions of the a's. It will be seen that this 
assumption involves no real loss of generality. It will be convenient to 
use the symbol ea defined by 
(3.2) 
ea=1 (a=0) ea  -1 (  1, 2, 3). 
Let the world -coordinates of the star S be (xµ) a. (x °, x1, x2, x3), and those 
of the observer be (teµ) _ (x °, V1, x2, f3) Then, if S2 denote one -half of the 
square of the geodesic distance between (xµ) and (xw), the fact that these 
two points lie on a null geodesic may be expressed by the equation 
(3.3) . . . 11=0. 
Let T be the proper -time of the observer at the point (zµ). That is, 
let T be the length of the arc of his world -line (a geodesic) measured from 
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some given fixed point on it to the point (msµ). Then each of the "X's is a 
function of T, say 
(3.4) . . xµ =xµ(T), (µ =0, 1, 2, 3) 
while by (3.1), 
(3.5) . . dT2= Slµ d2µdx ", 
where Viµ is the value of çßµ at (msµ). Moreover, since in a space of four 
dimensions 3 geodesics pass through any point, equations (3.4) will 
involve three given constants which may be eliminated, so that T is 





&µ=dT (µ=0,1,2,3 ) 
be the contravariant components of the unit vector in the direction of the 
tangent at (Y-í'µ) to the world -line of O. That 1cµ is a unit vector follows 
from (3.5), which gives 
(3.7) . . 9µ To" k =1. 
It must be observed that the 1cµ are each functions of T, and therefore of 
X0, 1 23 
It will now be shown that the observer can set up a system of reference 
with his world -point (zµ) as origin such that 
(i) the coordinate- axes" are geodesics which are mutually perpen- 
dicular at (04), one of these axes being his own world -line ; 
(ii) the corresponding coordinate -system * (n a) - (NO, 712 773) is such 
that the four -dimensional distance (interval) from the to 
the point (,7a) is [(e),_ (n1)2_ (e)2_(e)2?; 
(iii) in terms of the new coordinates the equations of the geodesics 
(and in particular of the null geodesics) through the observer's 
world -point are linear. 
This system of coordinates is the nearest approximation to a galilean 
system that can be obtained in his curved space ; in fact, in the case when 
space -time is flat, (rho, i 272 ,73) are nothing other than the galilean co- 
ordinate- system (t, x, y, z), with 
/ 
respect to which the observer's world -line 
is x=0, y =0, z =O. Now in the galilean case the four -dimensional 
distance of (t, x, y, z) from the origin (0, 0, 0, 0) is (t2 -x2- y2- z2)t, and 
the spatial distance is (x2 ß y2 I -z2) *. It will therefore be argued that a 
reasonable definition of spatial distance in the more general case is 
* The 17's are in fact a particular set of Riemann normal coordinates. Systems of this 
type have recently been employed by T. Y. Thomas, Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci., 16 (1930), 761. 
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{(ni)=-- 0l2)2 {- {r13)2} , and it is shown that, in terms of the original co- 
ordinates (xµ), this formula can be expressed in a very simple form. 
Moreover, since the null geodesic joining the world -point of the 
observer to that of the star has linear equations in the new coordinate - 
system, it is a straight line relative to this system. The formula for 
spatial distance determined by this method will therefore be one which 
allows the observer to assume that a light -signal received from the star 
travels in a straight line. 
But this is precisely the principal assumption made when astronomers 
determine the distance from the earth of the nearer celestial objects by 
parallax -measurements,* a fact which suggests, though does not prove, 
that the new definition may provide a general formula for spatial 
distance as determined by the measurement of parallaxes. 
Suppose then that the observer selects at his world -point (p9 a set of 
four mutually orthogonal real directions, the unit contravariant vectors in 
these directions being Tiµ 1Teg, 2hµ, 316µ, the lower index specifying the 
vector, the upper being an ordinary tensor -suffix. The superposed bars 
indicate that each of the sixteen IL's is a function of the Vi'µ. These vectors 
will be denoted by the single symbol ahµ, where the lower (Latin) index 
specifies the vector and the upper (Greek) index the component of the 
vector. Repeated Greek suffixes will indicate, as above, summations from 
0 to 3, but repeated Latin indices will not indicate summations unless 
preceded by the symbol E. 
Suppose that the observer selects these directions so that 
(3.8) . . . OILµ =kµ, 
while 110., 210', 3hµ have any values consistent with the orthogonality con- 
dition. Let 
(3.9) . altµ. = 
That e7 are unit mutually orthogonal vectors may be expressed in 
the form 
(3.10) . dig bitµ = ea 3ab (a, b = 0, 1, 2, 3) 
where ea is defined by (3.2) and Bab -0 or 1 according as a + b or a = b. 
Moreover, it is easily shown that 
3 
(3.11) . ea atz ah, =gay. 
a =0 
Now let (yµ) _ (yo, y1 ys y3) be the Riemann -Veblen normal coordin- 
* Eddington, Mathematical Theory of Relativity (1924), 163. 
t See, for example, Eisenhart, Riemannian Geometry (1926), ch. iii, (29.3). 
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ates * having (xµ) as origin. These are defined as functions of the original 
coordinates (xµ) by the equation t 
(3.12) yµ= - Jµ "an , (µ =0, 1, 2, 3) 
a.x ; 
where SZ, as above, represents one -half of the square of the geodesic dis- 
tance between (74') and (xµ). For the moment S2 is not zero, since the 
xµ are being employed as current coordinates instead of as the world - 
coordinates of the star. 
In the fundamental gallean 
macase, = {(t - i)2 - (r - x)2 - (y - )2 - (z - 02}, 
goo =1, 911 =x22 =933= -1, gµv =0 if µ$v, so 
yo= - an /at = t - f 
and similarly y1= x - x, y2 = y - y3 = z - w. Hence in this case the transference 
to normal coordinates reduces to a mere change of origin without rotation. 
Expressed in terms of the new variables, the equations of any geodesic 
through ( ') are of the form 
(3.13) . . yµ =aµ s, (µ =0, 1, 2, 3) 
where s is the length of its arc from the origin (r)= 0 to the point (r), 
and the constants aµ determine the direction of the geodesic. In fact 
dyµ dxµ 
(3.14) . aµ = ds ds - ds o 
¡ M 
where \ d l) is the value at (t µ) of ds for the geodesic in question. In 
particular, the observer's world -line has the equations 
(3.15) . . yµ =1cµ s. (µ =0, 1, 2, 3) 
It should be noticed that, in terms of the new coordinates, the equations 
(3.13) of the geodesics through (D'-) are linear. 
By (3.14), 
(dxµ) ¡dxv\ 
µ gµ a av = pµv dS lods o 
=1 by (3.1). 
So, multiplying by s2 and using (3.13), we deduce that the square of the 
four -dimensional distance from the observer of a star whose normal world - 
coordinates are (yµ) is given by 
(3.16) . . s2 =gµv yµ yv. 
* Veblen, Invariants of Quadratic Diferential Forms (Carob. Math. Tract No. 24, 1927), 
ch. vi. 
1- Ruse, Proc. London Math. Soc., 32 (1931), 90. (Pagft I ä', .. te,. /3 a trm>e.) 
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Now transform to the coordinates (e) _ (no, )71, 172, n3) defined by 
(3.17) . . 
- = ahµ yµ. (a = 0, 1, 2, 3) 
In terms of these the equations of the geodesics remain linear, and the 
observer's world -line (3.15) has the equations 
17a =ahµ k" s, (a =0, 1, 2, 3) 
or, using (3.8), 
na = allµ 0hµ s, 
whence, by (3.10), 
= ea Sao S. 
So, putting a = 0, 1, 2, 3, the four equations of the observer's world -line 
are 
(3.18) . ° =s, X71 =0, 772 =0; 1,73 =0. 
His world -line is therefore the ">70 -axis of coordinates," just as in the 
fundamental galilean case, with the observer's world -point as origin, the 
t -axis is the world -line of the observer. Since the observer recognises the 
direction of his world -line as the time -direction,* it follows that he will 
regard 173 as spatial coordinates. Now 
3 
(170)2 -(71)2 - 62)2 - (p3)2 = ea (?)2 
a =0 
3 
= ea ahµ ahv 2Jµ yv by (3.17) 
a =o 
= ,gµyµy by(3.11) 
= 82 by (3.16) 
So, in terms of the coordinates (e), the square of the four -dimensional 
interval between the star and the observer is 
(3.19) . 82 = (,0)2 071)2_ 62)2 _ (173)2. 
As stated above, in the galilean case in which the observer is at the 
world -point (0, 0, 0, 0) and the star at (t, x, y, z), the square of the interval is 
t2_x2 _y2_z2 
and the " spatial distance " 8 from the star to the observer is defined by 
82=x2+y2+z2. 
So, in the more general case we define the spatial distance by the 
equation 
(3.20) . . 82= 071)2+ (p2)2 + 
* It is necessary to assume that he measures time by a clock in his possession, so that 
the physical time is identical with his proper -time T. 
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Hence 
We can now use the 
null geodesic, so that s = 
(3.21) . 
the negative sign bein 
n ° =t, -i and t <i. So 
3 
82 = - (77a)2 + (.10)2 
a =U 
= - s2 + 07 °)2 by (3.19). 
fact that the star and the observer lie on the same 
0. Hence 62= (e)2 and therefore 
8 = - 
chosen since in the fundamental galilean case g 
8= 





by (3.9) and (3.8) 
by (3.12) 
since gµ 7' is equal to the Kronecker symbol ci . 
Hence, by (3.6), 
(3.22) . 8 - aS2 dx 
ax dr 
Since S2 is a function of the world- coordinates (xµ) of the star and of 
the world- coordinates (zµ) of the observer, it is, by (3.4), a function of the 
xµ and of the observer's proper -time T. So, by (3.22), 
8_aSl 
ar 
We can therefore finally frame the following definition of spatial dis- 
tance in a general rieinannian space-time: 
The spatial distance between a star at the world -point (xµ) and an 
observer at the world -point (xµ), these points being on the same null 
geodesic, is 
(3.23) . 8=an 
ar' 
where (i) S2 is one -half the square of the interval between (xµ) and (gµ); 
(ii) T is the proper -time of the observer at (km); 
(iii) one of the variables may be eliminated, after performing the 
differentiation required by (3.23), by means of the equation 
S2=0. 
It must be remembered that in solving the equation S2 =0 for one of 
the variables, the sign of the radical which in general appears must be 
determined from the consideration that the light travels from and not to 
the star. 
R2 
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In the fundamental galilean case, 
do= dt2 - dx2 - dy2 - dz2, 
the star is at (t, x, y, z) and the observer at (t, x, 7, I) where ,y, `z are constants ; so 
dT2 =di -(1 2- dÿ2 -dz2 
=dt2 
and we may therefore take r = F. Then 
252- (t- t)2- (cc -:c)2- (y -'ÿ 
)2- 
(z -z) 
= (t- T)2- (x- %)2- (y-)2- (z -z)2. 
Hence 
S = alvaT 
= - (t -T). 
The equation 51= 0 gives 
t- T =± {(x- x)2 +(y- y)2 +(z 
and we choose the negative sign since T = t> t, 
Hence 
S={(ce-x)2+(y-ÿ)2+(z-z)2}i. 
4. COMPARISON WITH WHITTAKER'S FORMULA. 
We now apply the formula of the last section to the de Sitter world, 
whose is given by (1.1), 
ds2 due - dx2 - dy2 - dz2 (udu - xdx - ydy - zdz)2 
(4.1) 
1 +x2 +y2 +z2 -a2 + (1 +x2 +y2 +y2 -u2)2 
Suppose the star to be at (u, x, y, z) and the observer at (ii, A ,, z), 
where ai, 7, are constants * and is is a function of the observer's 
proper -time T. Then t 
(4.2) . . 211= R2(arg cosh Q)2 
where 
So 
Q (1+x2+y2+z24c2)1(1+ +7/2+ú2-i62)1. 
1+x:i+,yg+zz-uit 
8 =a11,181- 
R2 arg cosh Q aQ dü 
(Q2 - 1)i au dT 




->m ' (Q2 -1) 
arg cosh Q =1 we 
(4.3) . 
óQdi 
S =112aic dr. 
get 
* x =x, y= ÿ, z =z are then the equations of a geodesic, since the equations of geodesics in 
this space are all of the form x =au +b, y= a'2c +b', z= a"u +b ", where the a's and b's are 
constants. 




Now by (4.1), 
whence 
Also 
H. S. Ruse, 
dT2 d722 iG°-d722 
R2 1+ +ÿ2+z2-i2+(1 +,L2+92+s2-722)2, 
1 1+.7%2+2+.z2-i,2 
dr li (1 + li'2 + y2 + z2)1 
ôQ_ 72(1+xrE;+yù+zz)-u(1 +z2) 
(1+x2+,y2+z2-u2)i(1+22+2+.22-27,2): 
Substituting in (4.3) we get 
(4.4) 8 iG(1 + xx;) -u(1+ x2) (1+,,y(1_ u2 -c+x2)1' 
the summations being for x, y, z. From this iG (say) may be eliminated 
by means of the equation Q =1, which gives 
(4.5) . . is -u(1+ xe) +(1--2 +ßx2) 
.it (x- x)2 +'(y - ?ßz)2 }* 
1 + Ix2 
Now compare this formula for 8 with the formula for Whittaker's 
spatial distance A. Referring to (1.3), it is easily seen by the use of (4.5) that 
(4.6) u(1 + xx) - u(1 +ßx2) _ 
(1 + x2)1;(1 - 722 +Z2) }(1 - 2G2 x2)7d 
A comparison of (4.4) and (4.6) shows that in this special case the 
formula for A may be obtained from that of 8 by interchanging the 
observer's and the star's world- coordinates, and altering the sign. 
In terms of the quantities p and a appearing in (1.2), equation (4.5) 
may be written 
(4.7) . . 72 = (1 + x2)} sin (0- + p), 
and it is easily shown that 
(4.8) . 
8 sin p 
R cos v 
This may be compared with (1.2), namely 
O_ sin 
R cos (0- + p) 
§ 5. SPATIAL DISTANCE IN THE DE SITTER WORLD WHEN THE METRIC 
IS GIVEN IN THE STANDARD FORM. 
The more usual form of\ the metric of the de Sitter world is 
(5.1) . ds2 = I 1 - )dt2 - dr,, 22dO2 - 7.2 sing &d4,2. 
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This is derivable from the form (4.1) by putting* 
x = r(R2 - r2) -it sin B cos 4) sech (t /R) 
y =9-412 - r2)-* sin O sin 4) sech (t /R) 
Ñ = r(R2 - r2 cos O sech (t /R) 
u = tanh (t /R,). 
If (í, r, B, 0) are the world- coordinates of the star, then of course they 
are connected with the original coordinates (ic, z, , z) by relations corre- 
sponding to (5.2); in fact 
(5.2) . 
(5.3) f ; =r(R2 - 2)- sin B cos sech (t /R) 
Using this, it is easily shown by substitution in (4.2) that 
(5.4) . . 211 = R2(arg cosh Q)2 
where 
Q = (1 -1942)+0 - 
R 2 ) 1 cosh t 
t 
+ R ' { cos B cos B + sin 8 sin B cos (cß - ) }, 
the star being at the world -point (t, r, 6, 0). 
Suppose that the observer is " at rest " at the spatial origin ; that is, 
suppose that 7.-- 0, an assumption consistent with the requirement that 
the observer's world -line shall be a geodesic. By (5.1) his proper -time T is 
then given by 
so we may take 
(5.5) . r= t. 
Hence 
2 
(5.6) . . Q =(1 -?;) cosh tPT. 
Now 
as above ; so by (5.6), 
(5.7) . 




8-R(1 - R2)T sinh t 
Making use of the fact that Q =1, which gives 
cosh TT tt = (1 - R2)_t 
sink = R(1 - R2 2) , 
and therefore 
we at once get 
(5.8) . S = r. 
* Whittaker, loc. cit., 96, and Eddington, Mathematical Theory of Relativity (1924), 161. 
96 
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Hence : 
The coordinate r measures spatial distance from the (spatial) origin 
according to the definition of this paper. 
It is interesting to compare this with Eddington's remark that "in so 
far as the distances of celestial objects are determined by parallaxes or 
parallactic motions, the coordinate r will agree with their accepted 
distances."* 
To find the formula for 0 corresponding to (5.8), it is necessary to sub- 
stitute from (5.2) and (5.3) in (1.3). Since we are assuming =0, we get 
by (5.3) 
(5.9) . 
So, by (1.3), 
fæ=ÿ=z=0 
,ic = tanh (qR). 
R(1 + /x2)1(x2)1 
(1 - u2 +fx2)1-26(.x2). 
Substituting from (5.2), we get 
rR (R + r tanh (t, /R) 3 
(R2- r2)1íR -r tanh (t /R)i 
This therefore is Whittaker's formula for the spatial distance of a star 
from the origin in the de Sitter world. 
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